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Abstract
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Intersex (LGBTI) people in El Salvador face some of
the highest rates of violence in the world. The modalities of violence impacting the LGBTI
population span across many levels, including physical, economic, structural, and symbolic, and
intersections of identity like gender, race, sexuality, and class within the population determine
people’s proximity to and risk for violence. In response, local organizations, some with
international ties and others working independently on a small-scale are attempting to organize
the LGBTI population into a community that can work to redress this violence through
community-building and support structures as well as make visible the oppression the
community faces at a public and legislative level. This thesis outlines the historical formation of
the Salvadoran LGBTI movement beginning in the 1980s through the present day, focusing on
coalition-building and historical moments of unity that have led to the creation of a national
Federación Salvadoreña LGBTI, or a federation of LGBTI organizations, to combat the most
important issues facing the Salvadoran LGTBI population currently. Through an analysis of
interviews and participant observation, this thesis examines the numerous and interconnected
iterations of oppression and violence facing the Salvadoran LGBTI community and consequently
explores the ways in which organizations and activists are strategically responding to the
violence that devastates their community.
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Organizations Index
Ales Lavinia

(Asociación de Lesbianas de El Salvador “Heidi Lavinia”):
Somos una organización sin fines de lucro que nuestro trabajo va
enfocado en la defensa de los Derechos Humanos de mujeres
lesbianas y bisexuales. Orientar, concientizar y motivar a
reivindicar nuestra visibilidad como mujeres lesbianas.

AMATE El Salvador

(Acción por la Memoria y Apoyo al Trabajo por la Equidad):
AMATE El Salvador es una organización con enfoque feminista
que trabaja por la construcción de un movimiento social inclusivo
y comprometido con las luchas de la diversidad sexual y genérica.
Promovemos esto a través de la preservación de la memoria
histórica de nuestra comunidad; la investigación de sus
realidades; la formación y la incidencia política por derechos
igualitarios para todxs.

Asociación Entre Amigos
LGBTI El Salvador

La Asociación Salvadoreña de Derechos Humanos Entre Amigos
nace el 23 de Marzo de 1994, siendo la primera organización de
personas LGBTI en estos años enfrentó la violencia individual,
institucional y social que en para ese entonces era muy fuerte y
radical. Entre Amigos ha desarrollado experiencia en la gestión
administrativa, negociación interinstitucional, en la educación de
Derechos Humanos y la prevención del VIH a nivel nacional e
internacional. En la actualidad trabajamos en prevención del VIH
y sensibilización de Actores Claves en la ciudad de San Miguel,
Cuscatlán, Chalatenango, San Salvador y La Libertad, con planes
de expansión a más ciudades el próximo año.

ASPIDH Arcoiris Trans

(Asociación Solidaria para Impulsar el Desarrollo Humano):
Somos una organización de mujeres trans que defiende y
promueve los Derechos Humanos de las personas de la
Diversidad sexual Salvadoreña.

ASTRANS

(Asociación Salvadoreña de Transgeneras, Transexuales, y
Travestís): Ser una organización que promueve y monitorea los
derechos humanos, legislación y políticas nacionales que
interesan a la población de mujeres Trans y la diversidad sexual
de El Salvador, que desarrolla procesos de incidencia política y
pública, sensibilización, capacitación y organización de la
población de mujeres Trans con espacios y énfasis en zonas
postergadas y del área rural del país.
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Colectivo Alejandria

Somos una asociación que promueve el acceso a la educación
formal y formación profesional libre de estigma y discriminación
hacia la población de gays, bisexuales, trans e intersexuales,
garantizando igualdad de oportunidades laborales y sociales que
favorezcan la respuesta nacional al VIH.

Colectiva Amorales

Un colectivo de mujeres jóvenes artistas feministas.

Colectiva Lesbofeminista

Somos una Ong de mujeres lesbinas con un enfoque Feminista,
nuestro objetivo es crear espacios de diálogo y de participación de
mujeres lesbianas.

Colectivo Diverso
Colectivo LGBTI Estrellas
del Golfo

Fomentar el desarrollo humano de personas y colectivos LGBTI,
sus familias y entornos sociales y afectivos en la región del Golfo
de Fonseca y zonas adyacentes, bajo principios de justicia social y
universalidad de Derechos Humanos. (The only collective based
out of a department other than San Salvador in La Union on the
Eastern side of the country.)

Colectivo Nacional
Diversidad Sexual FMLN

Somos un espacio de interacción y formación política para las
personas de Diversidad Sexual del FMLN.

Colectivo Normal

Somos un colectivo integrado por ciudadanos y ciudadanas que
trabajan para crear contenido social y cultural sobre la diversidad
sexual. Trabajamos por el desarrollo político y cultural de la
sociedad salvadoreña bajo el enfoque de derechos humanos,
haciendo énfasis en los derechos civiles, derechos culturales,
derechos económicos para conseguir equidad, inclusión, igualdad
ante la ley y ciudadanía plena.

COMCAVIS TRANS

(Asociación Comunicando y Capacitando a Mujeres TRANS en
El Salvador): We are a reliable reference and association, formed
by trans women with HIV, committed to universal access to HIV
prevention and care, through communication and training; policy
and advocacy; and promotion, defense, and demand respect for
human rights of transgender people.
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Las Dignas

(Asociación de Mujeres por la Dignidad y la Vida): Las Dignas
somos una organización política feminista que surgimos en el
umbral del período de los Acuerdos de Paz – 14 de julio de 1990
– muchas de las que integramos la Asociación fuimos afectadas
directamente por el conflicto armado, y durante más de una
década de pos conflicto hemos desarrollado procesos intensos con
miles de mujeres en apoyos terapéuticos que han contribuido a
superar las afectaciones por las pérdidas de familiares y las
pérdidas materiales.

Diké

Educamos y proveemos asistencia en derechos humanos,
servicios médicos y psicosociales a personas transgénero y
LGBTI+ que ayuden al máximo desarrollo de su potencial
humano; y promovemos decisiones políticas y opinión pública
para que el Estado, sociedad y familias sean equitativos y
respetuosos de la dignidad humana y los derechos LGBTI+.
Nuestros valores son la solidaridad y la excelencia.

Esmules

(Espacio Mujeres Lesbainas El Salvador por la Diversidad):
Somos una organización LGBTI, liderada por mujeres lesbianas,
que promueve la generación de cambios en políticas públicas, que
beneficien a estas poblaciones; a través de la incidencia política y
la actualización científica, de manera inclusiva y sin ninguna
forma de discriminación.

Federación Salvadoreña
LGBTI

Somos la unión federada de 15 organizaciones LGBTI que
buscamos promover y defender los derechos de nuestra
comunidad, hemos nacido para dar toda la información que sea
necesaria para que este grupo, que históricamente ha sido
vulnerado, tenga más VISIBILIDAD y el goce de sus derechos.

Fundación de la Mano
Contigo

Fundación de Familiares y Amigos por la Diversidad Sexual

Generación HT

Asociación Generación de Hombres Trans de El Salvador (HT EL
SALAVADOR), fue creada el 11 de enero 2014, como primer y
único referente para la población Trans Masculina, ante la
invisibilidad y desconocimiento del tema en el país, nuestro
trabajo abarca temas de Derechos Humanos, Inclusión Laboral,
Educativa, salud integral y deporte inclusivo de las personas
LGBTI enfocándonos en las personas Trans Masculinas. En este
momento nos enfocamos al trabajo educativo para lograr una
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nivelación académica para las personas LGBTI y así tener
mejores oportunidades en el área laboral. Nuestro lema: El
conocimiento es la base del éxito.
Las Hijas de Safo

Somos mujeres que desde su individualidad se reconocen únicas y
diferentes, coinciden en un espacio común, un espacio
compartido, un espacio colectivo, desde donde se exige, se decide
y se confabulan proyectos cargados de conciencia, realidad y
rebeldía. Las Hijas de Safo resurgen de la historia de Lesbos para
alzar su esencia y su voz en el ahora, en el presente y
pronunciarse loca y diligentemente ante los fundamentalismos, la
exclusión, la violencia, la invisibilizacion que es llevada hoy e
históricamente por las mujeres.

LGBTI+ UES

(Asociación de Estudiantes LGBTI+ de la Universidad de El
Salvador “Br. Douglas Salazar”): Organización de estudiantes
lesbianas, gais, bisexuales, trans, intersexuales y demás
diversidad sexual (LGBTI+) de la Universidad de El Salvador.
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Introduction
In the final days of January 2019, Camila, a trans woman and sex worker in San
Salvador, El Salvador went missing. The Asociación Solidaria para Impulsar el Desarrollo
Humano (ASPIDH), an organization that works with trans women in the capital, began a search
in hospitals throughout the city and on January 31st, Camila was found with multiple traumas.
Three days later, she passed away. The year prior, Camila crossed through Mexico with a
caravan seeking asylum in the United States because of a number of threats she had received.
She was eventually deported when her case was denied and was killed within five months.1
Sadly, Camila’s case is not unique. Although the country’s penal code was changed in 2015 to
increase prison time for hate crimes and homicides based on a person’s sexual orientation or
gender expression, the implementation of these laws is a serious barrier and none of the
assassinations of trans women or Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Intersexual (LGBTI)2
people in El Salvador have been investigated or charged.3 When Camila went missing, local
LGBTI organizations searched for her, outlining the importance of the work these nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) do to serve the LGBTI community. In addition to being a
resource for the community, these NGOs advocate for the implementation of existing laws that
criminalize murders like hers. Likewise, by drawing attention to her deportation, the activists
who discussed her assassination in national and international news media emphasized the glaring
1

Ernesto Valle, “Dos mujeres trans asesinadas en El Salvador,” Washington Blade, published on
February 16, 2019, accessed on April 4, 2019 from
https://www.washingtonblade.com/2019/02/16/dos-mujeres-trans-asesinadas-en-elsalvador/?fbclid=IwAR0cDWK0UUXJmXXh0PfGlDHCky0a9L9x2sTDgQ2Jt_ItmtV1rN5LK3J
f8uk.
2
I have carefully considered the politics of which acronym to use, and though there are a select
few activists in the country who identify as queer, and almost no organization around
intersexuality, I have decided to use LGBTI because it is the most commonly used and selfdescribed by many of the people when referring to the population.
3
Valle, “Dos mujeres trans asesinadas en El Salvador,” Washington Blade.
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hypocrisy of United States’ involvement in El Salvador. Though these organizations based
locally in El Salvador receive funding through international development projects like Plan
Internacional and USAID, the denial of her petition for asylum by the United States government
indicates that the protections of United States intervention do not extend beyond the limitations
of projects. The unabated and unsolved violence remains invisible in structures both in El
Salvador and for Salvadorans seeking protection in the United States. The uphill battle for
activists and organizations is not only for survival, but also for recognition of their daily situation
of fear and violence.
This thesis attempts to resurrect semblances of historical memory of the Salvadoran
LGBTI population, adding to a growing local archive available within the community through
the LGBTI organization Acción por la Memoria y Apoyo al Trabajo por la Equidad (AMATE),
in order to preserve individual experiences within the movement and give a voice to those who
have been made invisible through state structures and societal norms. The lived experiences of
violence related here bear witness to the experiences of women like Camila to provide
institutional backing to the fears that motivate many LGBTI individuals to flee the country.
Violence, however, is only part of the story. This thesis also explores the relationship of
organizational strategies and resistance to violence while accounting for the importance of
intersections of gender and sexuality in order to understand how violence both influences and
restricts strategic resistance and the trajectory of social movements.
Linguistic Resistance and Community vs. Population
A key strategy to combating violence is the formation of community, often referred to in
queer spaces as a chosen family, or those who become like family when they are rejected by their
own. This community formation in El Salvador is reflected in actions as well as in language,
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since LGBTI people’s words, actions, and very existence become forms of resistance.
Nevertheless, these forms of linguistic resistance are not uniform across the entire LGBTI
community in El Salvador. In fact, the Salvadorans I worked with frequently contested the
concept of community in describing their work; often, when referring to the LGBTI movement
in El Salvador, activists and organizations utilize the word “población” (population) instead of
“comunidad” (community). I have heard many varying explanations of this word choice; some
explain the use of population because unification is an ongoing challenge and while there are
individual communities separated by sexual orientation or gender presentation, there is less of a
sense of general community. One activist is drawn to the word población because of its roots in
the word pueblo, or of the people. To refer to others who might be LGBTI, whether out of the
closet or not, activists will frequently say that they are part of the “puebla,” a feminized
moderation of pueblo. This purposeful feminization of words stands as a linguistic contradiction
of gendered norms, rejecting the generalized masculine form of words in the Spanish language.
Another example of this is referring to their bodies as “cuerpas,” the use of which speaks to a
positionality that is against both the historical societal gendering of physical bodies and the state
and patriarchal control of marginalized or “different” bodies. This queering of the Spanish
language changes the meaning of the words to denote not only their original meaning, but the
marginalized, feminized, targeted position of their bodies within society and the radical
positioning against their marginalization. This linguistic example of resistance indicates a
codified reference to community aimed at appropriating the very quotidian marginalization that
takes place against LGBTI people in El Salvador.
Despite these articulated contradictions around the word community, many people do still
use the word comunidad to describe LGBTI people. I have chosen to use the word community in
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this thesis to describe the people within the Salvadoran LGBTI movement because through my
research, interviews, participant observation, and personal relationships, I have observed that
there is in fact a sense of unified community, despite contradictions and divisions. LGBTI
individuals in El Salvador, much like queer people around the world, share a culture of survival
and resistance not passed on from childhood, but formed through shared identities and societal
experiences throughout their lives.4
Methodology
This thesis is based on research conducted over the course of the two months in San
Salvador, El Salvador. I conducted open-ended interviews with 23 people, including members
from six LGBTI organizations, independent activists, organizers of the pride parade, a bishop
who worked with marginalized populations, and members of non-LGBTI organizations. These
interviews primarily focused on personal experiences with violence and individual roles in
activism in order to gain a more nuanced and complex understanding of the violence and
marginalization the community faces. Because the community organizations remain fairly
separated along identity lines of sexual orientation/gender and I did not want my interviews to
prioritize one identity, I interviewed trans women, trans men, gay men, lesbian women,
heterosexual allies, and activists who identified as queer. Many of the people I interviewed
vocalized concerns about those who are marginalized even within the community—namely, trans
men and lesbian women—because of access to international funding for HIV/AIDS prevention
projects. This analysis, while noting internal hierarchies and ideological foundations related to
funding access, does not prioritize any one situation of violence, but rather seeks to understand
the complex situation of violence committed against all LGBTI people in El Salvador.
4

Elizabeth Lapovsky Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis, Boots of Leather, Slippers of Gold: The
History of a Lesbian Community, Routledge, 2014: 73.
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In addition to interviews, I conducted participant observation at 28 LGBTI-focused
events facilitated by organizations, activists, and members of the LGBTI population. Participant
observation of LGBTI-focused events and projects, such as panels, community-building
workshops, and marches/protests, allowed me to examine the strategies with which activists and
organizations interact and provide outreach to the most marginalized populations within the
LGBTI community. Many of the events took place in public areas such as the Centro Histórico,
which is known as a more dangerous neighborhood in San Salvador but is also home to the
oldest gay bars in the country. These public interactions between the general public and the
LGBTI community are uniquely contradictory sites of potential violence and community
organization that uncover both the risks and strategies of LGBTI organization in El Salvador.
The events that took place in more private areas like cultural centers or theaters demonstrated the
more internalized divisions of race and class within the LGBTI community; the privacy of these
spaces acted as a barrier from the general public, permitting the use of these sites for airing out
grievances about the strategies of the community that prioritized certain dialogues over others.
As an unexpected but welcome research tool, I also collected dozens of external research
documents related to projects that organizations and university students completed
independently, as well as a digitized history archive of the LGBTI movement in the country as
compiled by AMATE, an organization that works on LGBTI research. I utilize Elizabeth
Lapovsky Kennedy and Madeline Davis’ ethno-history model that resurrects historical memory
preservation, especially that of an oral history tradition, to give back to the community pieces of
history that pervasive violence threatens to erase.5 For this reason, I draw on long sections of
interviews for my analyses to situate both the voices and theories of LGBTI activists in El
5

Kennedy and Davis, Boots of Leather, Slippers of Gold: The History of a Lesbian Community,
52.
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Salvador who articulate most thoroughly the issues they face. It is my intention that this thesis as
well as the transcribed interviews from activist leaders will contribute to AMATE’s archive and
aid the organization in fulfilling their goals to preserve historical memory and archive both the
LGBTI community’s history and present struggle.
Theoretical Framework and Positionality
In this thesis, I draw on the theoretical framework of Maria Lugones’ “colonial/modern
gender system” to understand the violence at intersections, or enmeshments, of class, race,
gender, and sexuality.6 Lugones expands upon Anibal Quijano’s theory of coloniality of power,
which articulates a global, Eurocentric, capitalistic power that classifies societies and populations
through racial hierarchies.7 Lugones uses Third World feminist and feminist of color theories,
including critical race theory and the theory of intersectionality8 to examine how the coloniality
of power also imposes a hierarchical system of gender and sexuality that reinforces domination
and exploitation.9 Through her theorization of the modern/colonial gender system, Lugones
draws upon the work of Third World feminists and notes the contributions of these theorists in
understanding both resistance and oppression.10 She notes that coloniality is not only rooted in
racialized hierarchies, but “permeates all control of sexual access, collective authority, labor,
subjectivity/intersubjectivity and the production of knowledge from within these intersubjective
relations.”11 This theoretical positioning allows us to examine issues like gender-based violence
from a historical and colonial understanding, while also exploring the complexity of the
6

María Lugones, "Heterosexualism and the Colonial/Modern Gender System," Hypatia 22, no. 1
(2007): 186.
7
Lugones, "Heterosexualism and the Colonial/Modern Gender System," 187.
8
Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw, “Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and
Violence Against Women of Color,” Stanford Law Review 43, no. 6 (1991): 1241.
9
Lugones, "Heterosexualism and the Colonial/Modern Gender System," 189.
10
Lugones, "Heterosexualism and the Colonial/Modern Gender System," 187.
11
Lugones, "Heterosexualism and the Colonial/Modern Gender System," 191.
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intersections of race, class, and sexuality. Lugones asks two questions that I find useful in
examining LGBTI social movements, especially in the context of societal structures and the
prevalence of violence: “How do we understand heterosexuality not merely as normative but as
consistently perverse when violently exercised across the colonial modern gender system so as to
construct a worldwide system of power? How do we come to understand the very meaning of
heterosexualism as tied to a persistently violent domination that marks the flesh multiply by
accessing the bodies of the unfree in differential patterns devised to constitute them as the
tortured materiality of power?”12 It is through these complex examinations of how power
entwines in social categorizations that I begin to address both the issue of violence amongst El
Salvador’s LGBTI community and the resistance to oppression that constitutes the country’s
movement.
This thesis is organized into four chapters. Chapter 1 explores the formation of Latin
American feminist movements, emphasizing—as Lugones explains—that “Women of color and
Third World feminisms have consistently shown the way to a critique of this indifference to this
deep imbrication of race, gender, class, and sexuality.”13 Throughout the formation of Latin
American feminisms over the last half-century, conversations of international power, capitalism,
race, and sexuality have created a unique regional feminist dialogue. This ideological focus on
intersectionality has influenced the LGBTI movement in the region and especially in El
Salvador, though the movement is nascent and quickly growing. This first chapter situates the
shifting ideological formations within the Salvadoran LGBTI movement within the broader
discourse of intersectionality pronounced within Latin American social movements. Chapter 2
provides a detailed history of the Salvadoran LGBTI movement. Drawing primarily on the only
12
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academic literature available on the subject, that of Salvadoran academic Amaral Arévalo, and
also from the AMATE archive and interviews, this chapter both reiterates the need for historical
preservation of the community and provides a foundation for the analysis of the present situation
in the country. Chapter 3 discusses the many modalities of violence that intersect in El Salvador
to make the LGBTI population one of the most targeted communities in the country. Through
analyses and positioning of the interviews I conducted, this chapter sheds light on the dire
situation of violence in order to contextualize the experiences, motivations, strategies, and
organizational models in the community’s resistance and activism. Finally, Chapter 4 explores
the public and private strategies of organization that are influenced by and seek to influence the
situation of violence in the country. In these instances of organization, community building, and
resistance is a space of hope and inspiration, rooted both in the long historical struggle in the
country and in the burgeoning influence of younger players in the movement who continue to
place their bodies on the line in order to fight for justice and survival.
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Chapter 1: Feminist and LGBTI Social Movements in Latin America
This chapter will examine the formation of gender and sexuality social movements in
Latin America, focusing on the internal contradictions in organizing that have defined and
shaped the present and future of the movements in the region. The regional history of resistance
against dictatorships and gendered resistance against patriarchal violence informs research about
Salvadoran gendered social movements, as transnational collaboration of feminist and LGBTI
movements throughout the region has been and continues to be influential to the movements
within El Salvador. The history of women and LGBTI social movements in Latin America at
large is vital to understanding the creation of the LGBTI movement in El Salvador for a number
of reasons. Though the small country played a pivotal role in the development of Latin American
feminist movements, hosting one of the first women’s conferences in the region in 1993, little
literature exploring these movements exists, especially in the Central American context.14
Secondly, El Salvador’s feminist and LGBTI history is deeply connected to the country’s
political history of leftist resistance; it cannot be separated from historical and current ties to US
economic and political influence. Lastly, regional movements in the Southern Cone (particularly
Argentina) inform the feminist and LGBTI movements in El Salvador. El Salvador’s small but
impactful movement must be situated in a larger regional context in order to understand its
significance both within the country and within Latin America. I have chosen to examine both
feminist and LGBTI movements simultaneously because these movements share common
obstacles rooted in religious conservatism and patriarchal and machista oppression, as well as
common goals of emancipatory corporal freedom, liberation, and ending gender-based
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violence.15 Further, Latin American feminist and LGBTI movements are connected in that many
lesbian movements have found homes in feminist movements rather than LGBTI movements;
the history, goals, and participants of these two movements are not only intertwined but overlap.
To only focus on LGBTI movements alone would exclude and marginalize the important history
and present of the Latin American lesbian and lesbofeminist movements. A parallel analysis of
these movements will help situate the context of localized approaches to organizing against
discrimination in a wider regional context and demonstrate how inclusion and exclusion of
diverse identities drive intersectional discourses of race, class, gender, and sexuality within
gender-based social movements.16
Latin American Feminist Social Movements
When examining the literature on gendered social movements in Latin America, certain
regional themes emerge. These themes illustrate the racial and socioeconomic internal
contradictions that have been influential in shaping the movement. The way differences in race
and class operate in the Latin American context, as well as the history of social activism and
consciousness-raising have provided a basis for gendered social movements. These movements
then deviate from Western formations, while still remaining in dialogue with transnational and
Western movements.17 In fact, this very dialogue between liberal/Western and Latin American
feminisms is exactly the positioning that has forced questions of race and indigeneity, class and
sexuality into the movements’ conversations. Power surrounding access to capital, and
hierarchical intersections along lines of race, class, gender, and sexuality still function within
15
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these movements, but it is these intersections that have driven the movement forward into a
decolonizing space of Latin American-specific critique.18
Literature surrounding feminist formation and gendered social movements in Latin
America identifies key contradictions that have guided Latin American feminism and women’s
movements, as well as LGBTI social movements in the region as well.19 Divisions of race, class,
gender and sexuality; the effects of global capitalism, neoliberalism, and access to transnational
influences; and the institutionalization of activism have marked the formation of Latin American
gender-based organization. These themes are not isolated, but rather interact in a constant
exchange that evolves with the movements themselves. For example, fissures drawn along racial
and class lines have been exacerbated by the rise of neoliberalism, and neoliberalism has
increased access to transnational influences and the institutionalization of activism, which has in
turn further divided the movement based on race and class. The dialogue of these themes both in
academia and within the movements has made for a feminism that demands inclusivity and a
focus on the realities of indigenous, Black, and poor women. Though these demands have not
always been made a priority on a global scale within the United Nations or Western-dominated
global feminist movements, the diversity within gendered Latin American social movements has
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influenced gendered ideologies that provide a foundation for current LGBTI movements in the
region, and especially in El Salvador.20
Because women and LGBTI people face oppressive, systemic obstacles, gender-based
social movements rely on the creation of alternative spaces for both safety and communitybuilding. Elisabeth Jay Friedman refers to these spaces as “counterpublics.” She defines
counterpublics as “the places, spaces, or means through which those pushed to societies’ margins
develop their identities, construct communities, and formulate strategies for transforming wider
publics.”21 Latin American gendered social movements have relied on a number of strategies in
creating these counterpublics, including the publication of alternative media through zines,
websites, social and other media; creating organizations; developing women- or queer-only
spaces like bars; marching in the streets; pushing for legislative demands; and organizing
regional conferences. Through this process of community-creation, we can concurrently see the
identity-based tensions that arise, complicating the perspective of a homogenous Latin American
feminist movement.22
Feminist and women’s movements in many Latin American countries have long
historical roots of social and political resistance, following a regional “female revolutionary
tradition” that dates back to women’s involvement in independence movements in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century.23 When a wave of dictatorships swept through Latin
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America from the 1960s to the 1980s, many women were involved in social movements, joining
guerilla and leftist movements as well as participating in collective actions that relied on more
“traditional” notions of women’s organizing, emphasizing public displays of motherhood.24 As
women became involved with leftist movements, learning and practicing leftist ideology,
tensions within leftist movements sparked debate about how women might address issues of
social inequity that intersected with gendered demands.25 Because of this historical trajectory, the
rise of gendered social movements in Latin America is intimately connected to revolutionary
politics, as women who became involved in leftist movements carried this political
consciousness beyond the transition to democracy.26 Feminist movements of the 1970s and
1980s arose in conjunction with leftist political parties and revolutionary politics, and, thus, the
following decade focused on gaining autonomy and reconciling a relationship between women’s
rights and political ideology.27 The goal, for some, became prioritizing women’s liberation and
rejecting movements that did not retain this as a primary goal.28
The transnational and regional strength of formal women’s movements gathered steam in
the 1980s through the 1990s as many countries adopted neoliberal policies and made the
transition to democracy.29 Influenced by a new global focus on women that took off in 1975
during the United Nations’ International Women’s Year, Latin American women exchanged
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ideas with Western feminists through global conferences. 30 Following the first conference in
Mexico City in 1975, Latin American feminist and women’s movements began to take root in
the region, advocating specifically for the needs and rights of women in the Global South.31 In
1981, Latin American women and feminists raised debates about these needs through the
creation of a series of regional Encuentros called the Latin American and Caribbean Feminist
Encuentros (EFLAC).32 Through these Encuentros, Latin American feminists have developed a
regional dialogue about the most important issues facing women in Latin America, and the
transnational and regional coalition-building that these Encuentros fostered has challenged
Western-dominated feminist traditions to include discourses about inclusion and exclusion based
on gender, sexuality, class, race, and indigeneity.33 Sonia Alvarez et al.’s pivotal article discusses
the intraregional development and the influence of these Encuentros, which helped shape
feminist activism and practices within the region. The authors examine the strategies that worked
and the issues that were (and are) important regionally, drawing parallels and highlighting the
tensions that arose between factions within the Latin American feminist movement. The factions
within the movement drew distinctions between those who supported a globalized and
institutionalized feminist agenda and those whose focus remained on autonomous radical
grassroots activism that rejected neoliberal, Western influence.34 Through these Encuentros,
varying ideological approaches to feminism came into dialogue, illuminating certain
contradictions that influenced the development of Latin American feminisms.
30
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Early on, feminist movements disagreed about what the principle priority of feminism
should be: leftist politics in general or feminist goals. What particular feminists prioritized
tended to align with ideological and class-based differences. Though, as Friedman says, while
many women and primarily lesbian activists “cut their political teeth in communist, socialist, or
anarchist parties or movements,” many leftist movements were and remain dominated by men.35
Feminists who articulated women’s liberation as a means to economic liberation came into
tension with male-dominated leftist movements, which considered feminist or women’s
liberation a natural consequence of their imagined new order.36 This tension was seen as an issue
of autonomy, separating the movement into two camps: feministas versus políticas or
militantes.37 For the feministas, autonomy was seen as “independence from any organization that
considers the battle for women’s liberation a secondary goal,” while políticas or militantes
“defended a strategy of doble militancia [double militancy] or concurrent participation in
feminist and party/revolutionary organizations.”38 This division concerned whether and how
women’s groups should work with political parties and movements. The rhetoric of this division
indicated the strength of the leftist political ideology that radicalized many feminist activists,
birthing an autonomous leftist, women’s movement. Though this ideological rift created
divisions, it also demonstrates one of many formational shifts that have undergirded Latin
American feminisms and pushed issues of class to the forefront of discourses.39
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The tension between feministas and políticas/militantes made way for another formative
contradiction, illustrating again how central the intersectional divisions of ideology and identity
were to mobilizing the women’s movement. Feminists tended to diverge along two political
strategic lines: an institutionalized focus versus a radical grassroots approach.40 One branch of
the movement, which Alvarez et al. call “a policy-advocacy logic,” preferred to promote feminist
gains within governmental and nongovernmental institutions through policy advocacy and
legislative approaches.41 The opposing branch of feminism adopted “an identity-solidarity logic”
focused on a more grassroots radical approach, preferring to strategize against societal and
systemic issues outside of institutions, which they considered problematic.42 The interactions
with institutions shifted the discourse and strategies of certain sectors of the movement as
feminist NGOs that sought to work from this policy-advocacy approach were forced to
“formalize their organizational practices and moderate their discourses to be able to interact with
State agencies and international institutions.”43 The role of international influence and especially
the role of funding from Western NGOs sparked another tension in this movement related to
institutionalism versus grassroots activism. Many of the women involved felt this funding might
compromise or control the regional goals.44 This issue of transnational influence and funding has
continued to mark the feminist (and LGBTI) movements by disproportionately favoring larger
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and more formally organized NGOs that espouse goals favorable to institutionalized change that
fits within this global model (not radical feminists).45
Mary Garcia Castro’s “Engendering Powers in Neoliberal Times in Latin America” also
examines Latin American feminism from an intersectional perspective, critiquing liberal and
institutionalized feminisms.46 She speaks to the continued institutionalization of the feminist
movement in relation to the advancement of neoliberalism in the region, which has undermined
radical goals and “has diverted the women's movement from its most promising course, that of
promoting awareness and practice through creating identities or nonidentities, combining various
connections in matters of class, and thus contributing, in association with other movements, to a
renewal of socialist projects.”47 Garcia Castro’s leftist critique celebrates the 1970s radical
movement and its achievements, while sharply critiquing more current Latin American feminist
movements as abandoning “any critical stance vis-a-vis the neoliberal state.”48 This critique is a
common one within the Latin American feminist movement. Western governments and NGOs
continue to ideologically and financially influence the projects and goals of local feminist
organizations, aligning regional goals with the goals of globalized Western-centric feminist
ideologies, which focus on institutional or legislative achievements and often prioritize whiter,
wealthier women.49 Leftist thought within Latin American feminisms focuses on questioning,
redefining, and ultimately challenging power structures. Rather than simply incorporating
women into the structures that exist, this radical branch of Latin American feminism demands
the restructuring of those systems themselves through what Garcia Castro calls a “search for new
45
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identities shaped by emancipatory utopias.”50 Despite the controversy of this continued debate,
the presence of both ideologies has expanded and enriched the Latin American feminist
movement and pushed discussions to include a plurality of discourses about the history of
neoliberal development and the influence of Western powers in Latin American social
movements.
These tensions surrounding autonomy and approach came to a head at the sixth Latin
American and Caribbean Feminist Encuentro in 1993 in Costa del Sol, El Salvador.51 The
divisions were especially apparent in part because many Central American countries, including
El Salvador, were emerging out of violent civil conflict and class resistance and leftist ideology
permeated discussions at the Encuentro.52 During this Encuentro, issues of race, class, and
sexuality entered the feminist debate through workshops focused on diversity and the inclusion
of afrolatinas, indigenous women, and lesbians. The luxurious setting of the Encuentro in El
Salvador’s Costa del Sol brought up issues of class among poor and rural women, and leftist
feminists strongly opposed the acceptance of aid from USAID.53 The unique history of militancy
and left-wing revolution in El Salvador, and the decision to host this Encuentro in the country at
this time, marked a shift within the feminist movement that not only highlighted internal
tensions, but forced issues of class, race, sexuality, region, and ideology to the forefront of Latin
American feminist debate. These Encuentros established a transnational connection of
collaboration within the region as well as a global connection to Western feminism as the
movements prepared for the international Women’s Conference in Beijing in 1995.54 Afrolatina,
poor, and indigenous women as well as lesbians demanded that the feminist movement prioritize
50
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the urgent needs of women in the region rather than those of women more globally. Alvarez et
al. reference the history of Latin American feminist Encuentros as one marked by “conflict and
debate around the ways that race, ethnicity, class, and sexual orientation are organizing axes in
gender oppression and shape how gender is experienced in daily life.”55
The rich history of addressing intersections of power has engendered a feminist
perspective that demands understanding of dynamics of class, race, gender, and sexuality. This
intersectional analysis has led to discussions of inclusion and exclusion within the movement
that have served to both divide and educate. The inclusion/exclusion debate is readily apparent
through an examination of sexuality. In 1987, lesbian feminist factions separated from the
EFLAC Encuentros, critiquing the feminist spaces for homophobia and the exclusion of
lesbians.56 Despite this fissure, lesbian movements still remain vocal both within and outside of
Latin American feminist movements and have pushed for the inclusion of dialogue surrounding
lesbian sexuality. More recently, since 2000, these Encuentros have debated the inclusion of
trans people and their place in the feminist movement.57 The debate of trans inclusion has
initiated tense conversations about gender and sexuality that continue to be unresolved within
Latin American feminist movements. Although these focuses have created tensions, they have
also pushed global feminist debate to be more critical. The tensions that arose as diverse women
crossed national boundaries to debate issues of gender and human rights “offer unique insights
into the uneven flows of power within movements, particularly if we pay close attention to who
speaks, which voices become hegemonic, whose issues or interests predominate, who is absent
or present but silenced.” 58 The hierarchical power within movements has occasionally created
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stark divisions, but the persistence of the most marginalized groups within feminist circles has
driven education about internalized oppression within the global women’s movement as well as
the regional movement within Latin America.
The issues of race, class, and sexuality as points of contentious debate within Latin
American feminism are widely cited in the literature.59 Ángela Izkic Bastian Duarte defines two
feminisms in Latin America, indigenous and lesbian feminisms, and explores how the “political
genealogy” of these two feminisms developed both in critical dialogue and in alliance with
Western liberal feminism.60 Although her analysis ignores the import of the Central American
lesbofeminist movement, it puts two of the tensions explained above into dialogue: intersections
of ethnicity and sexuality with international influence.61 She examines the ways in which
indigenous and lesbian discourses of feminism have both been influenced by and deviated from
liberal feminism, appropriating some tools from hegemonic liberal feminism in order to create a
“wider and more complex feminism.”62 This text challenges absolutist conceptions of Western
feminism, calling instead for a complication of what feminism is and can be through examining
Latin American-born feminism. Bastian Duarte argues, “Although the feminist movement in
Latin America has become more diverse over the past forty years, feminist discourse has been
monopolized by a white and mestiza urban middle-class elite and has displayed a decidedly
heterosexist bias.”63 Bastian Duarte discusses the revitalization of the indigenous feminist
movement beginning in the 1990s, which has “questioned the very nature of the state” and has
focused on complex issues of territorial and cultural autonomy, race- and class-based political
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exclusion, and environmental activism, all of which inherently contradict institutionalized liberal
feminism.64 She says, “To bring about change, these mainstream nonindigenous feminists
promote individual rights without questioning conceptions of the nation as a monoculture.
Through this dynamic, indigenous women’s demands run the risk of being reduced to questions
of poverty and development, avoiding the issues of internal colonialism and feminist racism.”65
The inclusion of indigenous identity in the Latin American feminist movement questioned
statehood and challenged capitalist development corporations that were (and are) impeding on
native territories. Debates of indigeneity within the feminist movement rerouted discourse to
include a fight for environmental and land rights as well. This analysis expands beyond nonindigenous understandings of intersectionality to rethink the gendered and racialized legacy of
the colonial system in perpetuating patriarchal and heterosexist violence.
Bastian Duarte also discusses how lesbian activism has fought to address heterosexist
structures within society that contribute to the control of women, but acknowledges that lesbian
visibility has unearthed lesbophobia among feminists.66 Adding an examination of sexuality to
the existing literature, Bastian Duarte complicates the internal debate over autonomy versus
institutionalism from a lesbofeminist perspective.67 She cites the influence of Central America,
calling the region “one of the most impoverished and violent areas…Since the European
conquest it has suffered from war and imperialist penetration.”68 However, she calls attention to
the limits of academic knowledge on Central American lesbian movements: “With the exception
of Lesbiradas in Guatemala and the Cattrachas group in Honduras, there are no lesbian
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organizations in this area, although there are mixed organizations campaigning for homosexual
rights.”69 While some literature does discuss an impossibility of lesbians entering the public
sphere, especially Millie Thayer’s seminal examination of Central American lesbian movements,
lesbian organizations did develop in Central America in the 1980s and still exist today.70 Despite
its limitations, the literature on gendered social movements makes clear that lesbian movements
have historically been integrated within other movements, including political parties, workers’
rights, LGBTI struggles, and feminist movements, but have struggled finding a unified home
within one single movement.
Differences surrounding sexuality and the openness of lesbians involved in the feminist
movement instigated yet another division within Latin American feminism as the movement
grappled with internalized homophobia and what might be considered lesbian separatist
movements.71 The formation of lesbian movements was not external to the same intersections of
race, class, and nationality, as these debates entered lesbian movements and defined the
formation of lesbofeminism as well. Millie Thayer examines the formation of identity in lesbian
social movements in Central America comparing movements in Nicaragua and Costa Rica,
contexts with different economic, class-based, and historical formations. She notes that the
Nicaraguan lesbian movement, which had roots in lower socioeconomic classes, was more likely
than the privileged movements in Costa Rica to form cross-class alliances.72 The Costa Rican
lesbian movement “was a relatively private affair, embodied in the individual and a solidary
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community of peers that shared a culture and world view.”73 The same intersections of class that
are articulated within the feminist movements also permeate lesbian communities and can be
seen within LGBTI movements.
LGBTI and Queer Social Movements in Latin America
LGBTI movements in Latin America have in some ways followed similar pathways as
feminist movements, facing similar internal debates and external pressures and influences. The
movements have seen legislative advances, including the passage of same-sex marriage and
transgender identity laws and the passage of laws criminalizing domestic violence and
femicide.74 Despite this, the dangers of violence and structural barriers of oppression still remain
for both women and LGBTI individuals, and especially for those who identify as both. Literature
on LGBTI movements in Latin America, however, is much more limited than that of feminist
movements and even more restricted to the larger countries of Mexico, Brazil, and Argentina.75
LGBTI movements in Central America are rarely examined in Western academia, though
organizations within the region have completed numerous publications that rarely leave the
region. Despite the geographical and topical limitations, the literature that does exist reflects
similar teleological paths for the development of LGBTI movements, like debates over
institutionalism versus radicalism and the influence of Western ideologies, as well as similar
divisions surrounding class, race, gender, and sexuality.
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Stephen Brown, a seminal scholar of the Argentine LGBTI movement, examines the
history of the LGBTI movement in Argentina prior to the passage of same-sex marriage in
2010.76 The Argentine movement is largely heralded as the most successful LGBTI movement in
the region, primarily because of liberalized notions of institutional success that hold same-sex
marriage as an ultimate goal of the community. The Argentine LGBTI movement is important to
the development of movements in Central America and especially El Salvador because the
federation of organizations that was influential in winning the battle for same sex marriage in
Argentina, the Federación Argentina LGBT, is actively advising El Salvador’s sister agency, the
Federación El Salvador LGBTI.77 The Argentine LGBTI movement utilized two slogans that are
demonstrative of a humanizing rhetoric: “Con discriminación y represión no hay democracia”
(with discrimination and repression there is no democracy) and “los mismos derechos con los
mismos nombres” (the same rights with the same names).78 Friedman examines the transnational
influence of Spanish NGOs, who also used this rhetoric, in aiding the strategic development and
“norm diffusion” of LGBTI existence in Argentina that impacted the success of passing samesex marriage.79 This transnational and institutionalized influence continues to impact the LGBTI
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movement in Latin America and can be seen at a regional and at a localized level. The rhetoric
used by this movement as well as the judicial and legislative strategies have been co-opted by
other nations’ movements, though the goals differ and adapt to the internal national contexts
within each country.
In discussing the early history of the LGBTI movement in Argentina, Brown articulates
similar tensions that mirror the previously outlined development of feminist movements. For
example, Brown cites the frustrations of lesbians who left the gay movement in favor of feminist
movements over men’s sexism.80 Though Brown’s history does not include an analysis of the
racial or class intersections within Argentina’s LGBTI movement, he demonstrates that issues of
sexuality and heterosexism permeated LGBTI movements in Argentina. Further, similar debates
around ideology defined the direction of the movement. From the onset, the Argentine
movement had trouble finding a cohesive direction as members of the early organizing groups
debated over the merit of assimilationist versus radical goals.81 Paralleling the development of
the feminist movement stated above, Brown discusses three ideological divisions within the
Argentine LGBTI movement: assimilationist organizations, civil-rights-based associations (or
institutionalized), and radical groups.82 The limited literature on LGBTI social movements in
Latin America leaves room for further scholarship, but that which does exist outlines similar
tensions and contradictory ideological debates that determined the direction of the movement’s
future.
Outside of Argentina, literature examining LGBTI social movements focuses primarily
on Brazil and Mexico, where the movements are some of the largest in the world.83 Rafael De la
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Dehesa’s Queering the Public Sphere in Mexico and Brazil situates the homosexual and LGBTI
identity formation within leftist politics in these two countries.84 He explores the ways in which
transnational student/youth groups brought the issue of LGBTI politics (primarily gay politics)
into the public/political party sphere.85 He notes the same discrepancies between legislation and
implementation which exist for women and LGBTI people throughout the region, and documents
the uphill battle LGBTI people have had in order to gain a voice in the political system and
legislative process.86 De la DeHesa focuses primarily on legislative goals, drawing transnational
comparisons as organizations and activists within Mexico and Brazil used common discursive
strategies and strategic organizing to work toward legislative demands for LGBTI rights.87 The
legislative and political approach reflected in De la DeHesa’s text speaks to a number of internal
debates within both feminist and LGBTI movements regarding differences of opinion on how to
incorporate queer politics—whether to take a radical exclusionary approach or work within the
system. The transnationalism of the social movements in Argentina, Mexico, and Brazil reflects
a shift toward a global institutionalization of social movements. Transnational ideologies and the
availability of funding sources, which accompany this institutionalization, prioritize working
towards goals that are measured by globalized liberal markers for success (like same-sex
marriage).
Finally, drawing comparisons between feminist and LGBTI movements in a 21st century
context, Elisabeth Jay Friedman’s Interpreting the Internet explores how these gendered social
movements have utilized the internet from its onset to transform counterpublics.88 What is
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evident from Friedman’s book is that organizations in the late 20th and early 21st centuries have
found and must continue to find ways to adapt to technological advances in order to survive and
stay relevant within communities, though it is the way in which technology is used that makes its
impact meaningful.89 Friedman argues, that though the internet is not inherently feminist or
inherently queer, “it has been productively queered by queers.”90
Feminist and LGBTI movements have been especially adept at incorporating new uses of
technology, and as such, have both connected to global and regional movements and influenced
them through these connections. The most effective organizations have found ways to integrate
local community organizing on the ground with a technologically facilitated community that
serves to disseminate information. Friedman asserts that since their beginnings, feminist and
LGBTI movements in Latin America have asked questions about inclusion considering race,
class, and gender.91 While the internet has facilitated intersectional dialogue, the global
connection provided by computers and internet technologies is not always relevant to the
communities in rural or poorer areas. Women facing issues of malnutrition and living without
accessible water, electricity, etc. have different needs and battles than wealthy, white women in
capital cities, for example. Evident in this text are the distinct experiences of women shaped by
differences in race, class, gender, and sexuality. Friedman makes note of lesbian separatists who
sought out LGBTI groups or women’s liberation groups but still found that “straight feminists
ignored or rejected lesbian-specific issues.”92 Friedman’s book is a deviation from other Latin
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American feminist activist literature in that, while noting the divisions within the movement, she
focuses instead on the positive use and value of the internet in drawing connections across
borders and across intersections of race, class, gender, and sexuality.
Conclusion
The literature exploring Latin American feminist and LGBTI social movements
highlights important themes that have punctuated the courses of gendered social movements in
the region. The politicization of women in response to right-wing dictatorships throughout South
and Central America influenced radical activist thought within feminist movements and allowed
space for a critique of transnational—especially United States—influence. This leftist
politicization also influenced internal debates regarding political strategy, dividing the movement
along lines of radical grassroots and institutionalized approaches to achieving women’s equality.
Consciousness-raising that was birthed in the leftist guerrillas in Central American civil wars
impacted Latin American feminist movements by incorporating a class-based understanding of
feminism and valid critiques of globalism and neoliberalism. Further, the success of Encuentros
brought together women from all over Latin America and the Caribbean and raised issues of
race, class, gender, and sexuality to the forefront of the feminist dialogues. Today, Latin
American feminist and LGBTI movements have adopted an anti-violence focus in response to
high rates of gender-based violence, femicide, and anti-abortion rhetoric, utilizing grassroots and
online media strategies to combat these issues from both a systemic and legislative perspective.93
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Though there is less literature on the subject, Latin American LGBTI movements have
followed similar paths, adopting leftist ideological beliefs born of responses to right-wing
governments, and have been influenced by feminist movements as well. These movements have
struggled to balance radical and institutionalized activist ideologies and have both relied on and
pushed back against transnational influence. While the involvement (or separation) of trans
people and lesbians in the LGBTI movement are the primary intersections reflected in the
literature, tensions regarding oppression of LGBTI individuals along lines of class and race also
exist both within and outside of the movement and will determine the ideological and strategic
future of Latin American LGBTI movements. Much is to be learned by comparing the feminist
and LGBTI gendered social movements in Latin America and in particular how the rich and
unique political and social identity of the region has impacted how movements form and resist.
The comparison of the two highlights the limits of knowledge of LGBTI formation in the region
and leaves space for further understanding of how these tensions have and will create unique
Latin American movements for LGBTI liberation, and specifically, how individual nations draw
on strong histories of gendered activism to adapt localized responses to the violent systems that
marginalize LGBTI bodies.
By examining the rise of these movements in Latin America in conjunction, we begin to
see the foundation of gendered social movement formation that provides a basis for analysis of
the LGBTI movement in El Salvador. This movement, which is not necessarily one cohesive
movement, but rather a collection of divided organizations that are in the process of finding
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directional momentum, is not only advised by and in dialogue with feminist and LGBTI
movements mentioned above, but has followed similar paths of formation. By examining the
internal tensions that are currently integrated into the Salvadoran LGBTI movement within the
unique political and economic situation of the country, we can draw comparisons about identity
formation in past and present gendered social movements in the region.
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Chapter 2: The History of the Salvadoran LGBTI Movement
On the evening of June 26, 2018, in the drizzling rain huddled under the awning of a
local Salvadoran restaurant, Mister Donut, a small group of people in the Salvadoran LGBTI
community commemorated the death of LGBTI individuals during the country’s Civil War
(1980-1992). Some of the country’s oldest LGBTI activists, including William Hernández,
founder of the first gay organization, Entre Amigos, spoke of the history of violence in the
country as well as the hope of the present day. He noted that during the week following this
event, a historically large Pride March would take place ending just blocks from this
commemorative service. People from all over the country would be coming to march for their
rights and celebrate the pride in their uncloseted identities. Many will not have the luxury of
celebration, but rather the march will be an escape from the violence that still occurs in their
everyday lives, William emphasized.
The location of this service is historically important. As the press release of this event
described, “Existen testimonios de mujeres trans violentadas por fuerzas estatales y
paramilitares durante la Guerra. Entre estos destaca la desaparición masiva de La Campana
(1980), la cual cobró las vidas de entre doce y veinte mujeres trans trabajadoras sexuales y se
sigue sin conocer los autores materiales e intelectuales de este crimen” (There are testimonies of
trans women violated by state and paramilitary forces during the War. Among these, we
highlight the massive disappearance of La Campana (1980), which took the lives of between 12
and 20 trans women sex workers and the material and intellectual authors of this crime remain
unknown.)94 The shopping center where the Mister Donut is located is known as La Campana, in
an area of the city called La Joya, historically a callejón where trans sex workers would solicit
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clients for sex prior to and during the Civil War. As two activists held umbrellas over one of the
community’s historical figures, trans woman Paty Leiva, they unveiled a rainbow sheet of
flowers hung on the shopping center’s bell (La Campana). The commemoration was a visceral
reminder of the geographical landscape, which has changed rapidly over the last decades, but
still holds the invisible violence against El Salvador’s LGBTI community.
Piecing together the history of the early Salvadoran LGBTI movement is akin to putting
together a puzzle with only enough pieces to get the shadow of a shape. El Salvador’s recent and
bloody Civil War shrouded the country in a violence that has left gaps in historical memory, and
since the violence has continued unabated, especially for the LGBTI community, many of those
who could fill in the gaps were killed, disappeared, or have fled the country. Thanks to the
continued work of the LGBTI community and activists committed to preserving historical
memory, we do have a rough timeline of the formation of the movement. What is clear from this
event and from the continued work of the community, is the commitment to researching and
preserving the movement’s history in an effort to pay homage to those whose lost lives punctuate
the ideological and historical formation of the Salvadoran LGBTI community. Through events
like this, the Salvadoran LGBTI movement looks to the past in order to construct a present and
future movement that addresses both the country’s violent history and the varied iterations of
violence that continue to impact the movement today.95
95
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A Movement Born in Violence
In the 1970s, prior to the existence of any organized LGBTI movement, the most
documented and well known grouping of gay individuals focused around a zone in San
Salvador’s Centro Histórico called La Praviana, an area where there were “diverse bars and
restaurants that attracted a varied public including intellectuals, artists, bohemians, obreros
(workers), university students, prostitutes, swindlers and even thieves, passing for
homosexuals.”96 One of El Salvador’s only LGBTI historians, Amaral Arévalo, makes note that
though he refers to this group as homosexuals, they were actual men of low socioeconomic status
who dressed as women and were sex workers—today they might be called trans women. In fact,
the few trans women who have survived since the 1970s tell stories of La Praviana and working
on the streets. One trans woman in her 50s, spoke of her time in La Praviana servicing powerful
military and business men who were simultaneously creating abusive and violent anti-gay/antitrans policies during the war. The phrase used at the time, and still heard today is “maricón visto,
maricón muerto” “seen faggot, dead faggot), implying that if someone was recognizably queer
they were as good as dead. These policies put the most visible members of the LGBTI
population at greatest risk, thus trans women and effeminate gay men suffered the most violence
from the state as well as from individuals. The same remains true today.97
At the beginning of the war, the Salvadoran Army utilized the infamous and tragic
Scorched Earth policy targeting anyone deemed deviant to a conservative rule of law and
marking them for death. In 1980, the Ejército Secreto Anticomunista (ESA) published a list of
groups of people to be assassinated, and included on this list were “homosexuales, prostitutas, y
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drogadictos.”98 In October of this same year, as mentioned in the commemorative event
described above, 12 to 20 trans women sex workers were rounded up from a central monument
in El Salvador called Salvador del Mundo, and massacred by the Salvadoran right-wing army.99
The details of this event, including the date, are debated within the community. One source puts
the date at 1984, but an interview with the only known survivor claims it occurred in 1980.100
During that time, the government frequently arrested trans sex workers, but usually they were
returned after a stint in jail.101 This time, however, the women never came back. There have been
no formal investigations of this massacre, and the only information we have exists in the
community’s own historical memory as friends of the victims attempted to investigate what
happened.102 In an interview with the survivor, he claims the women were killed and thrown in a
hole on the road to a prison.103 One investigative source conspiratorially documents that the
women were killed for having stolen a briefcase from an American man who was also a client,
but the details of the night remain rumors in historical memory.104
Violence throughout the war and into the early 1990s was widespread and often directed
at the trans population. The conservative ARENA government that took power following the
Peace Accords in 1992 continued to disappear trans women through the end of the war and into
the early 1990s. Undercover police officers posed as clients and arrested the women, holding
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them in jail for 15 to 30 days.105 One woman tells of being woken in jail in the mornings with
fire hoses.106 For the women working La Praviana, the streets were a means of making a living
in the only way they could, but they were also a dangerous game of risk. Young, rich kids would
throw rocks and shoot BB guns at the women.107 As firearms became increasingly available with
the rise of gangs in the mid to late 1990s, the risks of sex work became more severe.108 The
threats from the government, from men on the streets, from police, and from clients made (and
makes) sex work a dangerous business. Those who survived this era have seen most of their trans
friends and family killed, disappeared, or lost in the battle against HIV.
The massacre of these trans women, the violence during the war, and the burgeoning
HIV/AIDS epidemic set the stage for the first organization of LGBTI individuals; as the war was
ending in 1991, five to 10 gay men and travestis,109 met in Parque Cuscatlán in the capital,
beginning the first LGBTI collective around themes of HIV at the height of the AIDS crisis. This
meeting led to the creation of Fundación Nacional para la Prevención, Educación y
Acompañamiento de la Persona VIH/SIDA or FUNDASIDA on January 16, 1992.110 Though not
an explicitly gay organization, FUNDASIDA worked primarily with gay men and trans women
who were most at risk for contracting HIV, focusing on the government’s institutional refusal to
address the AIDS crisis. The community remains focused on this topic today, which has caused a
rift within and between organizations in regards to access to funding.
Though FUNDASIDA’s focus was relegated to HIV/AIDS, the organization brought
together people with sexually diverse identities, and, through sharing the same activist space, this
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unification of like-minded activists led to the creation of additional organizations. In 1994,
arising out of a support group of gay men focused on HIV/AIDS education and support and
borrowing the name of a FUNDASIDA educational magazine, William Hernández and Joaquín
Cáceres created the country’s first gay organization: Grupo Entre Amigos.111 The organization
was initially a part of FUNDASIDA and in 1998 became independent under the political and
organizational objective to "promote and defend human rights and contribute to the better quality
of life for homosexuals, transexuals, bisexuals, transgender, transvestites, and people living with
HIV.”112 In 1997, Entre Amigos organized the first Gay Pride March with “a character of
political protest” to commemorate the massacre of trans women during the Civil War. The
march, called Gran Marcha del Orgullo Gay, with a turnout of about 250 people, was far larger
than the organizations expected.113 Today, Entre Amigos remains the oldest, most organized, and
well-funded organization in the LGBTI movement, influencing the political ideology of the
movement as a whole.
Lesbian Organization and Separation
The history of lesbian organization is more challenging to piece together, as the
community’s history focuses primarily on the gay man/trans woman experience. Additionally,
the history of lesbian organization is intertwined with the history of the feminist movement,
which is where many lesbian organizations originated and still organize today. The first
documented lesbian organization in El Salvador operated from about 1992-1996, in which a
group of 35 to 50 lesbian women formed a collective called La Colectiva lésbica-feminista
salvadoreña de la Media Luna, known as Media Luna. This organization was political and
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feminist in nature, focusing on developing a private space for lesbian women to discuss
discrimination, violence, and suffering, and to promote self-care and social events. The feminist
movement in El Salvador was also growing and solidifying at this time thanks to a region-wide
movement that pushed for an awareness of gender inequities. Within the feminist movement, in
1994, a collective called Mujeres 94 was formed with the goal of being “a pluralist and
independent initiative that seeks to make the unwavering demands of women heard for the first
time in the political field.”114 They included in their platform, “That the principle of equality be
extended to sectors not mentioned in the Constitution, such as disabled people, people with
different sexual options and ethnic groups.”115 This statement, which diverges from the goals of
feminist movements articulated until that point, calls for equality and inclusion of a diverse
population in the movement around intersections of sexual diversity, race and ethnicity, and
ability. While the initial LGBTI movement was focused on a relatively narrow issue for gay men
and trans women (that of HIV), bisexual women and lesbian movements found homes in the
feminist movement.
Arévalo cites that the collective Mujeres 94 was dissolved for three reasons: “1) the
discrepancies within the women’s and feminist movements that they did not want to be identified
as lesbians (or as marimachas, a pejorative for lesbian in Spanish) due to the stigma of dominant
patriarchal heteronormative patterns; 2) the withdrawal of foreign women… 3) affective-political
ties that at certain times given their disputes and ruptures, did not allow the institutional
continuity of the collective.”116 These same divisions were common in the feminist movement in
Latin America in the 1990s: debates around sexuality, transnational involvement, and the
institutional and political divisions within the feminist ideological debate. Despite its dissolution,
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the creation of these platforms in early feminist movements in El Salvador laid the groundwork
for later LGBTI organizations and alluded to future divisions between lesbians and the larger
LGBTI community.
Since Media Luna ended as a collective in the mid-1990s, during end of the 1990s and
early 2000s there were no autonomous lesbian organizations recorded in the literature of the
Salvadoran LGBTI community. One organization, called Grupo renacer de la Luna functioned
within Entre Amigos from 1999-2004 with about 20 members. Another group, called Colectiva
Lésbica Salvadoreña, which organized within FUNDASIDA and had about 30 lesbian-identified
women,117 ended in 2009 when FUNDASIDA allocated the weekend time, when this collective
would meet, for other activities.118 A growing complaint among lesbian activists was a lack of
space within the gay male movement, and for this reason many women sought a more inclusive
space in the feminist movement. Despite ideological divisions, these lesbian groups participated
in the first pride march in 1997.119 Historically, lesbian organizations have struggled to find
identity recognition and physical organizing space within the gay/trans woman dominated
LGBTI movement, whose focus around HIV/AIDS work, while vitally important, has isolated
identities within the movement. One autonomous lesbian organization that began in 2008 and
known by three consecutive names: Lesbianas en acción, Las descloseadas, and finally Mujeres
Luna used political and activist art to make visible the existence and especially the violence
against lesbian women. This organization was closed to only women, a common thread in Latin
American feminist and especially lesbian circles, in which the ideological belief that the
inclusion of sexual diversity, especially gay men and trans women, will reproduce the same
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heternormative violence that favors the voice of men in the movement and makes invisible the
plight of lesbian women.120
In 2011, AA and Wendy Castillas began the organization Espacio de Mujeres Lesbianas
por la Diversidad (Esmules) to support lesbian and bisexual women and trans men (known as
hombres trans or HT) and to move away from "the hegemonic theme of HIV and the relation
with gay men/trans women that dominates the interior of the movement for sexual diversity.”121
Esmules has written into its structure that the organization will not touch the topic of HIV
because it is not a primary issue facing the lesbian community, and is already readily addressed
by the majority of organizations operating in the Salvadoran LGBTI movement. This decision,
however, makes access to funding far more challenging. Esmules is one of two inclusive lesbian
organizations that extend their organizational strategies and services to trans people.122
Besides Esmules, one other lesbian organization, called Ales Lavinia is involved with the
LGBTI movement. The director and cofounder of Ales Lavinia and another compañera met
through a well-known feminist organization called Las Dignas. Together, they started a
collective called COLESA, which was mostly a social organization for lesbians who met in a
space provided by FUNDASIDA. 123 The director says, “Era un espacio donde uno se sentía en
confianza libre de rechazo de estigma y discriminación, era sólo como para una convivencia
entre lesbianas.” (It was a space where one felt trust free from the rejection, the stigmatization
and discrimination, it was just for sharing between lesbians.”).124 A year after this initial
collective ended, in 2005-2006, a group of about 12-13 women came together to form
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Asociación de Lesbianas Progresistas (ASDELESPO).125 Eventually, when the organization
began the formal process of legal and institutional recognition, they decided to name the
organization after a compañera, “una luchadora, activista de corazón y fundadora de
ASDELESPO” (a fighter, activist from the heart, and founder of ASDELESPO), Heidi Lavinia,
who had to flee from the country because of threats of violence.126 The organization’s name was
changed to Asociacion de mujeres Lesbianas de El Salvador Heidi Lavinia, or Ales Lavinia, and
gained legal recognition in 2014. Ales Lavinia works to defend the rights of lesbians and
bisexual women, and unlike other lesbian organizations that pertain to the feminist movement,
this organization allows heterosexual women and trans men to participate in their activities. One
activist describes Ales Lavinia as “a trampoline” for trans men, who participated in events with
Ales Lavinia before they had their own organization and before the identity trans man was
readily used. Ales Lavinia, though a small organization with very little funding, has done
workshops on gender, sexual and reproductive health, self-help and self-care, self esteem,
gender-based violence, human rights, bullying in schools, and identity.127 Despite the isolation of
lesbian organizations and the divisions around issues of HIV/AIDS, even these organizations
began in relation to FUNDASIDA, which acted as a cohesive element bringing together diverse
groups who would later solidify into separate, categorized identity movements.
Though there is little research on current lesbian organization in El Salvador, a number of
smaller lesbian organizations have formed within larger feminist organizations like Las Dignas
and through the University of El Salvador including Colectivo Amorales and Las Hijas de Safo.
None of these organizations are involved with the LGBTI organizations, though they do
participate in the annual pride march and maintain autonomous and radical political positioning,
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frequently critiquing the ideological and strategic formation of the LGBTI movement in the
country.
Trans Organizations
El Salvador's first trans organization also grew out of FUNDASIDA; despite its narrow
thematic focus, FUNDASIDA has been a catalyst for other organizations in the LGBTI
movement. From 1996 to 1998, originating from one of FUNDASIDA’s educational HIV
prevention programs, Asociación para la Libertad Sexual el Nombre de la Rosa was created. The
organization of gay men and trans women paid homage to Rosa, a 15-year-old trans woman who
was killed in a homophobic hate crime.128 The identity “trans woman” was incorporated by the
movement in the early 2000s, in large part through the influencing work of Entre Amigos
(previously, the word travesti was used).129 When Nombre de la Rosa had trouble getting legal
recognition under this name, they changed their name to Asociación Salvadoreña para Impulsar
el Desarrollo Humano (ASPIDH) in 2004 and in 2009 finally gained institutional recognition (a
long and tedious process in El Salvador).130 ASPIDH remains one of the most important trans
organizations in El Salvador, both historically and politically.
In 2008, well known trans activist Karla Avelar began an organization called Asociación
Comunicando y Capacitando a Mujeres Trans con VIH en El Salvador, or COMCAVISTRANS, which works primarily with trans women who have HIV. Asociación Salvadoreña de
Trangéneras, Transexuales y Travestís, ASTRANS (Movimiento Trans) was also initiated in 2008
to support trans women in rural areas of the country. Asociación Colectivo Alejandría El
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Salvador was created to focus on education and political initiatives for the LGBTI community,
and specifically to “increase the national response to HIV.”131
International organizations focused on HIV/AIDS provide most of the funding to the
organizations of trans women today, and therefore, these organizations continue to have a
strategic focus on this topic. In addition, many of the organizations also provide a sense of
community and family, emotional support, and help finding access to housing and work. The
current legislative battle that trans women in El Salvador face is for the right to change their
gender on their identification cards. The organizations have rallied behind an Identity Law and
are lobbying the government for its passage, marching on the legislative assembly, and have
unified for this common goal.
Trans women organizations have a longer history within the movement, while the
collaboration of trans men began very recently. In 2014, activists Billy Rivera and Ana Cisneros
created the first organization for trans men, Hombres Trans 503 (HT 503). Initially, the group
met to organize wherever they could find space, like in Parque Cuscatlán (where the first group
of gay men met in 1992), but the organization has since become more established and organizes
activities throughout the year.132 More than anything, HT 503’s focus is education, and they
organize weekend classes so that members of the community can obtain at least a high school
education in order to increase access to better paying jobs.133 The group also focuses on issues of
health, advocating for the adequate treatment of trans people in health centers, including access
to sexual health, STI tests, and gynecological health, a challenge for trans men. In addition, HT
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503 also focuses on building a community of trans men, who are some of the most oppressed but
least visible in the LGBTI population and in the greater Salvadoran population.134
Network Building and Institutional Successes
The fight for HIV/AIDS institutional support has been a cohering and dividing element of
the LGBTI movement because the focus on this disease both birthed the movement and has
unevenly distributed funding to organizations that focus on the topic. The first documented case
of HIV occurred in 1984, but until the creation of FUNDASIDA, there was little collective
resistance to organize for the human rights of people with HIV, in part because the country was
in the middle of a Civil War.135 Organization around the issue of HIV within El Salvador, in
addition to starting a growing LGBTI movement, has resulted in monumental gains in
HIV/AIDS outreach through political advocacy work. These early efforts both helped to get
important legislation passed and also marked the start of the LGBTI population becoming a
community, as different factions banded together to work toward common goals. This network
of “gay and trans organizations, associations, and collectives; people living with HIV; and other
civil society” began in 2000 to address the state's response to HIV and access to medication,
succeeding the following year in 2001 with the passage of the Ley de Prevención y Control de la
Infección provocada por el Virus de Inmunodeficiencia Humana (The Law of the Prevention and
Control of Infection Provoked by HIV).136 This fight in the early 2000s marks the foundation of
a network in the Salvadoran LGBTI community. Responding to a health crisis was a focal point
for unifying different organizations within the community and allies who supported solutions to
the violence of HIV-related deaths. Today the LGBTI community has mobilized in response to a
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different kind of health crisis—that of violence—but this historical and financial connection to
HIV/AIDS organization remains and acts as both a driving and divisive force within the
movement.
The influence of the HIV/AIDS crisis, which worsened in the early 2000s, had a lasting
effect on the development of the movement, securing financial and institutional unification over
the common goal of passing a vital law for people with HIV/AIDS. This activist beginning
solidified a tie to international funding sources, an institutionalized focus on policy change, and
an activist commitment to visibility as activism took to the streets. This foundational networkbuilding continued throughout the first decade of the 2000s. Each time the community has come
together for a common goal, the movement as a whole has become more focused and defined,
while also struggling to overcome certain divisive ideological and identity-based contradictions
in order to create one cohesive movement.
In 2003, the Salvadoran national government attempted to constitutionally prohibit civil
unions and same-sex adoptions. Though the nascent LGBTI movement struggled to unify against
this initial proposal in 2003, this year laid the foundation for community organization around a
common and tangible enemy: the conservative legislation that threatened the LGBTI
population’s rights. In 2007, the Coordinadora LGBT formed to advocate for inclusion and
diversity in the Concejo Municipal de San Salvador, marking the first concrete attempt at a
cross-identity unification of the LGBTI movement in the country.137 When the constitutional
amendment to prohibit civil unions and same-sex adoptions was reintroduced in 2009, the
community successfully came together against this common enemy. The unified group called
themselves the Alianza para la Diversidad Sexual.138 This singular threat to the LGBTI
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community brought together a number of organizations and independent activists who marched
on the National Assembly demanding their rights not be taken from them. One lesbian activist
and founder of lesbian organization Esmules, AA, became involved in the movement at this
time. She joined an estimated 200 other people (about 50 of whom were LGBTI) at the
legislative assembly to protest and stayed day and night until the decree was shot down. At one
point, conservative party members bused students in to counter-protest. A large evangelical
group arrived to do an exorcism and surrounded protestors, chanting and crying. Ayala was one
of the first to be touched and a photo of her being exorcised appeared on the front page of
national news.139 These visible and targeted political protests made national news and led to
conversations about sexual diversity within the political parties. Through this unified effort of
protests and legislative pressure on the Salvadoran conservative government, despite the counterprotests, the Alianza was successful. In addition to blocking the passage of the constitutional
amendment, these protests brought the issue into the institutional and media attention. The pride
march that year also reflected community unification. The community formed the Comité 28 de
junio and the Marcha del Orgullo Gay became the Marcha por la Diversidad, a reaction to the
constitutional reform proposal to prohibit same sex civil unions and adoptions as well as in
response to a series of hate crimes and bomb threats.140 In March of the same year, the Ministry
of Health “issued Acuerdo No. 202, to avoid any type of discrimination based on sexual
orientation in the public health services network, administrative offices, health houses, health
units and hospitals of the Ministry of Health.”141 The issue of sexual diversity was finally being
addressed in the public media and in public institutions.
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During the second decade of the 2000s, the LGBTI community began to work more
cohesively, aiming to address violations of human rights and garner more attention within
Salvadoran institutions. In 2010, the Alianza para la Diversidad Sexual became the Alianza por
la Libertad Sexual LGBT El Salvador, marking the solidification of more networks within the
community and a commitment to freedom as an activist goal.142 The goal of this alliance was to
“strengthen the democratic spirit of our Constitution and reaffirm commitments on human rights
of El Salvador with the international community, expanding the conditions of equality before the
law and introduce the principle of non-discrimination.”143 In response to demands from the
community, the Salvadoran government created the Direccion de Diversidad Sexual in the
Secretary of Inclusion in 2010 to train government employees on human rights, gender and
sexual diversity.144 Finally, and importantly, in 2010, the Salvadoran national government
“adopted Decree No. 56, which establishes provisions for avoiding all forms of discrimination in
the Public Administration, for reasons of gender identity and/or sexual orientation.”145 Though
the passage of this decree was a success marked by the unification and political advocacy of the
LGBTI community, its implementation has been a constant struggle that remains part of the fight
today. In alliance with international marches, 2010 marked the first year that the Salvadoran
LGBTI movement organized a Marcha contra la trans-lesbo-homofobia on May 17.146 The
march political occurs annually on this date.
The first decade of the 2000s was a transitional phase for the Salvadoran LGBTI
community, allowing organizations and activists to come together with common goals and
exercise institutionalized power as a community with some success. The subsequent decade has
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been a further struggle for unification as the community has worked to define its larger goals and
ideologies. Though these institutional successes are certainly important, their uneven
implementation and internal differences of ideological strategies to gain rights for the community
necessitates the inclusion of other activist approaches that are not focused solely on the
legislative responses. These moments of network formation that began in 2000 helped to
foundationally unify the movement around certain issues or crises, and set the groundwork for
the internationally backed cohesion that can be seen today in El Salvador’s LGBTI movement. In
addition to unification, the divisions along lines of international involvement, sources of funding,
gender and sexuality identity, and political and activist ideology also provide foreshadowing to
understanding the issues the current LGBTI movement has had in organizing as one cohesive
movement.
The Creation of a Unified LGBTI Movement
Through new strategies of organization and activism and a heightened international
presence, the current LGBTI movement in El Salvador situates the violent history of the
movement into its present, focusing on the most dire issues facing the community and
revitalizing a focus on both unification and strategy. In June of 2012, the country’s first Plegaria
Rosa, or Pink Prayer, took place in the El Salvador del Mundo monument as “a politicalecumenical-spiritual-familial act to remember LGBTI people who are victims of hate crimes
based on sexual orientation and gender identity.”147 Today, the Plegaria Rosa takes place in the
Centro Histórico, and in 2018, in coordination with various LGBTI Christian organizations, the
first Plegaria Rosa de San Miguel took place on the Eastern side of the country, a more rural
area with much less LGBTI organization but high rates of violence. This touching and harrowing
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event remembers the countless lives lost within the community and recognizes the current battle
for survival that predicates the Salvadoran LGBTI’s movement. The event in San Miguel is an
unprecedented effort to address LGBTI violence outside of the capital and in the more rural
zones of the country.
In addition to this commemorative focus on the movement’s history, the present decade
has incorporated new youth groups that have changed the focus and strategies of the movement.
In 2013, through the medical school at the national University of El Salvador, the first university
LGBTI organization was created, called Diversidad UES, hosting a conversatorio in the law
school in 2014, the same location where the leftist guerrilla organization Farabundo Martí
National Liberation Front (FMLN) was born in 1980, as Arévalo notes. This connection is not
lost on the community, demonstrating the roots in political radicalism in the university and the
connection to diversity and youth activism. The same year, the country hosted its first
conversatorio on sexual diversity and hung a rainbow flag in Plaza Minerva.148 These first acts
in the early 2010s mark the beginning of community formation that focuses on the visibility of
the population at a public level and an internal intention of creating conversations about the
identity of the community. As the movement was consolidated, more LGBTI organizations were
created, principally of young people who did not have the same identity-based and ideological
historical divisions, and the inclusion of these young groups and multigenerational ideas of an
LGBTI movement allowed for more cohesion. Acción por la Memoria y Apoyo al Trabajo por la
Equidad en El Salvador (AMATE) began in 2014 with the goals of academic research and
historical memory preservation.149 AMATE seeks to fill a gap within the discussion of human
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rights, which they consider to be a theme covered by other organizations, instead advocating and
researching economic, social, and cultural rights.150
Eventually, Diversidad UES became LGBTI+ UES, and through the influence of youth
organizations both at the university and in the capital, the conversation about LGBTI rights
began to change in the country. One organization, called Colectivo Normal represents a more
conservative and upper-middle class segment of the youth population. Though ideological
differences exist within the younger generations, they do not hold the same historical resentment
around identity and division that the older organizations had. The formation of these new
organizations made the possibilities for unification more concrete. When the government again
tried to prohibit gay marriage in 2015, the movement further unified, but this time, a heteroallied group led the fight. The addition of youth groups and the involvement of an external actor
helped so that no one felt that other fights were being prioritized, and allowed the organizations
to overcome divisions and unify.151 The following year, the community began to create more
concrete plans for unification.
On January 30, 2017, 15 organizations came together to officially create the Federación
Salvadoreña LGBTI (Federation).152 Conversations about unification into a federation began
about eight months prior to its official creation, sparked by an international facilitator that helped
the different organizations work together, though the idea to form a federation was a collective
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idea and the first thing on which the organizations all actually agreed.153 The first groups that
were able to come together were AMATE, Colectivo Alejandria, ASPIDH, Esmules, Colectivo
Normal, COMCAVIS, and LGBTI+ UES. The Federation’s first meeting was hosted at
COMCAVIS Trans, and later other organizations signed. Entre Amigos, the oldest organization
in the Federation, was one of the last to sign, presumably because of the aforementioned
historical divisions and resistance to unification. Independent activists were given a space to sign
on the Federation document but did not sign.
Many of the leaders of the organizations, especially ASPIDH and Esmules have
international connections through past opportunities working with the United Nations and the
Human Rights Campaign. This influence brought the Federation in contact with organizers from
Argentina (Federacion Argentina LGBT or FALGBT), which has provided documents about the
structure of the FALGBT, which the Salvadoran Federation then used as a blueprint to help them
organize internally.154 The FALGBT has travelled to El Salvador to advise the Federation and
give workshops in order to better understand how the Argentine organization successfully
navigated a conservative government to pass same sex marriage, since that is now a future the
Salvadoran LGBTI organizations potentially face. The Federation was first created in recognition
of a need for unity in order to overcome barriers to funding, but they also seek to come together
in order to confront the conservatives that are threatening their rights in the country (this is one
opinion, however, since there are members of the Federation who are part of the conservative
political party, ARENA). To date, the Federation has lasted longer than any other attempt at unity
in the Salvadoran LGBTI community, which as previously mentioned, only lasted months. The
Federation is a result of a long history of activism in El Salvador, rooted in the fight for human
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rights for the LGBTI community. Though not all of the independent activists and organizations
agree with the formation of the Federation, its creation has been decades in the making as the
community has made several attempts to unify. In its nascent form, the Federation has already
created powerful international and regional allies and is laying the groundwork for long-term
cohesion within the Salvadoran LGBTI movement.
Conclusion
The history of the Salvadoran LGBTI movement as originating in HIV/AIDS outreach
and prevention extends into the present, since most of the organizations existing presently were
connected to the original organization FUNDASIDA or the first gay man organization Entre
Amigos. Though the rise of the movement started with this central theme, strategic organization
opened spaces for people of different sexualities and gender presentations to come together,
discuss identities, and exchange ideas about diverse sexuality. Today, more than 20 organizations
exist in the country, and each organization works with a select portion of the population. This
autonomy occurs because of distinct divisions within the community that have prevented
organized unification in the past. Despite this, there have been several attempts at unification to
work toward common goals, and the most recent attempt at unification, the creation of the
Federación Salvadoreña LGBTI El Salvador in 2017, is currently the longest lasting unified
movement in the country. Though many obstacles still exist and the battle for human rights for
the LGBTI population in El Salvador is steeply uphill, the movement’s history has created a
unique path toward present goals. The cohesion in the LGBTI movement in El Salvador is
unprecedented in Central America. The influence of transnational organizations and actors as
well as funding sources has impacted the strength and size of the Salvadoran movement. Though
the Federation is just beginning its work, its creation is a testament to the history of organization
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and popular social movements in the country. The present day LGBTI movement in El Salvador
reflects the rich history of the movement’s diverse creation, and the divisions and luchas that
have pushed the fights to where they are today. In the next chapter, we will explore the many
modalities of violence that disproportionately impact the Salvadoran LGBTI community in order
to understand the reasons these organizations exist and how they seek to address the most dire
problems facing the community.
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Chapter 3: Violence in El Salvador’s LGBTI Movement
“La población de diversidad sexual estamos en
peligro constante, tanto de una muerte directa,
de un disparo de una pistola, como también la
muerte sistemática, la muerte de no tener
empleo, la muerte de no tener identidad, la
muerte de la ansiedad, de la hipersexualidad,
de quererse matar, del suicidio, de las
diferentes formas de cómo suicidarse.”

“The sexually diverse population, we are in
constant danger, of direct death, or from a
gunshot, but also of systematic death, death
from not having work, from not having an
identity, from anxiety, from hypersexuality,
from wanting to kill ourselves, from the
different forms of suicide.”

-Camilo Edgardo Guzmán Guevara, independent queer activist155
The history and current organization of the LGBTI community in El Salvador cannot be
understood outside of its relationship to violence. The country consistently has one of the highest
murder rates of any country not at war, and one of the highest rates of femicide in the world.156
Death, loss, and fear are an integral part of daily life in El Salvador. Physical violence is a
generational norm; three generations have lived through near constant violence. Beginning with
the Civil War in 1980, and continuing today with gang violence, police violence, and machismo
cultural norms, violence and the fear that it provokes are pervasive throughout Salvadoran
society. Though this violence affects all Salvadorans, women and LGBTI people are in closer
proximity to violence, in forms of physical violence like death and rape, but also through more
subtle iterations like homophobia, transphobia, dehumanization, and poverty.157 Gender-based
violence like femicides, the ritualized murder of women because they are women, and similarly
provoked ritualized violence against LGBTI Salvadorans are rooted in both the general
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normalization of violent acts in El Salvador as well as in the machista and homophobic
socialized norms that seek to reinforce a hegemonic gendered and sexual hierarchy.
This chapter will examine the many modalities of violence that target the Salvadoran
LGBTI community, physically, systematically, and symbolically, in order to understand their
lived realities and examine the roots of the structures that reinforce the quotidian violence they
face. Here, again, I reiterate the questions María Lugones asks in theorizing the colonial/modern
gender system responsible for such violence: “How do we understand heterosexuality not merely
as normative but as consistently perverse when violently exercised across the colonial modern
gender system so as to construct a worldwide system of power? How do we come to understand
the very meaning of heterosexualism as tied to a persistently violent domination that marks the
flesh multiply by accessing the bodies of the unfree in differential patterns devised to constitute
them as the tortured materiality of power?”158 Lugones demands the analysis of this systematic
violence extend beyond just viewing heterosexuality as normative, but as understanding
heterosexuality, in the context of race, class, gender, and sexuality as “consistently perverse,”
“violently exercised,” and contributing to the larger system of racialized and gendered
dominance and power. This colonial ordering of society can be seen in the intersections of
gendered, classed, and racialized hierarchy in Salvadoran society that place those who visibly
deviate from preconceived gender or sexual binaries, like trans people, masculine women, or
feminine men, especially when they are poor or sex workers, in closer proximity to physical
violence. In this way, social hierarchies that privilege certain identities over others are not only
matters of ideology but have material—often deadly—consequences on the marginalized. This
uneven violence is enacted through power relations on a daily basis that restrict the freedom of
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LGBTI people, exponentially so in relation to class and race, enabling a consistent threat of
violence “devised to constitute them as the tortured materiality of power.”
Physical violence and proximity to death are a part of nearly all of my collaborators’
lives, whether through personal experiences of violence or the loss of close friends and chosen
family. A visibly queer identity, especially for those who are more visibly transgressive to
heteronormative and binary physical norms, situates people more precariously under the threat of
harm and death. Violence, however, takes other forms that are perhaps not always as obvious as
physical violence. Within the community, strategies for organization are focused dually on
survival and resistance, constituted by an internal focus on community building for healing and
protection and an external focus on human rights, normalizing identities, advocacy, and
awareness of the most pervasive issues facing the population. The internal work of the
community in documenting violence complements the vocal and public advocacy for justice for
crimes for which impunity is the norm. In order to understand these strategies, we must first
understand the immediate issues facing the Salvadoran LGBTI community as well as the
underlying dynamics that normalize and perpetuate the multitudes of violence that impact their
lives.
Most of the countries that have robust LGBTI movements, including the United States,
Argentina, Brazil, Spain, Chile, and Uruguay, have led a campaign with sequential goals that
aimed to first pass a civil union or same-sex marriage law before addressing other problems
facing LGBTI populations.159 Within these countries, this path has caused ideological differences
as activists and those among the most marginalized populations criticize the more privileged
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actors in the movement for not first stopping the bleeding where it is most urgently occurring.160
Unlike these other countries, El Salvador’s first fights were defensive, uniting to protect rights
from being stripped and lives from being lost. Now that the community has a more solid unified
front, the goals are still not aimed at same-sex marriage. At the heart of understanding the
trajectory of El Salvador’s LGBTI movement is understanding the urgency of the community’s
fear and fight for survival. As one activist, Roberto Zapata, from AMATE put it: “La cuestión de
la violencia ha sido uno de los factores más importantes, porque para casarse hay que estar
vivos…de que nos sirve a nosotros acceder a casarnos si realmente nos estamos muriendo?”
(The question of violence has been one of the most important factors, because in order to get
married, you have to be alive…what good does it do us to be able to marry if we are literally
dying?)161
The systemic and socially institutionalized iterations of violence serve to reinforce a
hierarchy of power, reproducing the hegemony of heterosexual, cisgender men at both an
individual and structural level. Though violence can be conceptualized in the context of
structures, systems, economic class, and interpersonal relationships, I utilize Bourdieu’s theory
of symbolic violence to encapsulate the everyday nature of all types of violence in El Salvador,
which serve the greater purpose of normalizing and regulating a hegemonic violent system.
Bourdieu defines symbolic violence, in two ways: as “instruments of domination (or, more
precisely, of legitimation of domination)…that help to ensure the domination of one class over
another” and “the power to impose (and even inculcate) instruments of knowledge and
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expression (taxonomies) of social reality, which are arbitrary but not recognized as such.”162 In
these ways, symbolic violence can be understood as the subtly articulated modes of violence,
which obscure, legitimize, and normalize violent systems. This definition helps us to understand
how violence serves to reinforce a gendered hierarchy in El Salvador that justifies the physical
and structural violence of the Salvadoran LGBTI community.
The high rates of physical violence and death in El Salvador’s LGBTI population are
related to the many forms that violence takes, all intertwined, which forcibly position the most
marginalized members of the population in closest proximity to the threat of death. Familial and
religious cultural norms structure society and families along conservative and patriarchal lines
that enforce heteronormativity and punish those who deviate from norms of gender and
sexuality. The use of violent language, such as pejoratives, bullying, and catcalls on the street
reinforces a hierarchy based on gender and sexuality. This more subtle violence justifies overt
forms of violence and penetrates all levels of society, from the street to government offices. The
use of words like machorra, culero, and maricón163 reinforces the daily insecurity and Otherness
of the Salvadoran LGBTI population, a reminder of why their fear exists and the constant
potential that those words could turn to violent actions. These linguistically normalized forms of
violence extend to other institutions in society, as political parties adopt the use of words like
culero to insult the opposing party for being feminine (and the implied weak, inferior) and
teachers and children bully LGBTI children in school.164 This overt linguistic violence is
reinforced through socialized norms that dictate feminized men and those who deviate from the
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gender binary as less than and therefore deserving of violence. This rhetoric also reinforces the
systematic inequalities that preclude adequate access to education and healthcare for the LGBTI
population. Systemic violence extends into the economic field; without access to education or
housing and through discrimination in formal work environments, the LGBTI population is
placed at greater risk of poverty, hunger, and physical violence. According to a survey of trans
people in the capital in 2014, 40.2% of those surveyed rely on sex work to make a living,
because it is one of the only options available to them in the current structures of society.165 The
majority of trans sex workers begin sex work as adolescents and continue to rely on this form of
labor for years.166 Poverty and the risks of performing sex work place them at higher risk for
HIV and physical violence, since gangs more heavily control the areas where sex work occurs. In
this chapter, I will explore these modes of violence within the Salvadoran LGBTI population and
how they interconnect and support one another, facilitating an exceptionally dangerous situation
for El Salvador’s LGBTI population and providing the means for unique and targeted strategies
of resistance that aim to combat this culturally specific situation of violence.
Familial Violence
“La primera bofetada que recibimos es en
nuestra casa.”

“The first slap we receive is in our own home.”
-Ambara Alfaro, trans woman activist167

In El Salvador, violence begins in the home, especially for those who grow up in
conservative, machista, and very religious families. In a survey of 90 trans women and 31 trans
men in San Salvador in 2014, half of those surveyed suffered transphobia from their family, and
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10% fled their homes because of the transphobia they suffered.168 This rejection is rooted in
parents’ fear both of what might happen to their child should they be discovered as different and
fear of the difference itself. The home environment for many LGBTI people in El Salvador is not
one of safety but rather of repression. Young LGBTI children fear coming out as their family
could throw them out of the home. Some face physical or sexual violence in their family. For
young women who identify as LGBTI, the risk of familial violence is high, and the fear of being
kicked out is exacerbated both because of the gendered cultural obligations that women and girls
have to their family and because the risks for physical and sexual violence are higher for women
without secure access to housing. Even for families who are more accepting, the social stigma of
an LGBTI son or daughter affects the whole family. Jose García, a young communications
student who works for ElSalvadorG, an LGBTI media company, was very involved with the
church until he came out of the closet. He reflects on the way his visible gay identity impacted
his family: “Es bien difícil porque ellos viven allá, entonces es una cosa así como vos cuidas a tu
familia, no porque no queres decir que sos gay, sino porque ellos están viviendo en un lugar
super conservador y la gente se da cuenta que tienen un hijo gay, entonces ellos también
sufren.” “(It’s really hard because they live there, so it’s like you care for your family, not
because you don’t want to say you’re gay, but because they are living in a super conservative
place and if the people realize they have a gay son, they also suffer.)169 Because of fear of
violence or fear of the social stigma of coming out, many LGBTI youths remain silent about
their sexuality or gender identity.
Trans activist and organizer with the trans women organization ASPIDH, Ambar, has
reflected deeply on her relationship with her family, describing both the violence she faced as a
168
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child, and attempting later as an adult to reflect on why her family holds the beliefs that led to
that violence. When her sister caught her putting on makeup for the first time, she hit her and
said, “Prefiero verte muerto a verte convertido en una persona como esa, el culero que se acaba
de morir. ¿Querés morirte de SIDA? ¿Querés morirte por travesti? ¿Te querés morir por
borracho, por todo lo malo?” (I would prefer to see you dead than to see you turn into a person
like that (referring to a neighbor who was trans and recently died of HIV), el culero who just
died, do you want to die of AIDS? Do you want to die of travesti? Do you want to die a drunk,
for everything bad?).170 This incident reflects a physical and verbal violence enacted on Ambar
as a child, but also implies a socialization of what it means to be a trans person in El Salvador as
understood by the general population. Reflecting now as a successful activist who is able to
economically support her family, Ambar says that she does not blame her family for their beliefs
and she finds their relationship has become more stable:
“Tiene que ver con la parte económica más
que todo, pero no lo veo malo a la larga,
porque, sabes por qué? Porque ellos me
predijeron, me anunciaron, me profetizaron
que yo nunca iba a hacer nada de lo que ahora
yo he logrado. Ellos me dijeron, pero todos
mis hermanos, mayormente mi hermana decían
que yo por ser trans, obviamente no me decían
trans, por ser maricón, que se vestía de mujer,
nunca yo iba a poder superar, porque los
maricones vestidos de mujer no superan, sólo
sirven para chupaderos, para putas, o para
cualquier otra cosa que no sea algo
productivo…y yo demostré que no, tengo mis
cosas malas, obvio como toda persona,
tengo—he pasado por cosas difíciles, pero no,
lo he logrado y he salido adelante y tengo un
trabajo y soy activista, más que un trabajo
170
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“It has to do with the economic part more
than anything, but I do not see it as a bad
thing in the long run, because, you know
why? Because they predicted, they
announced, they prophesied that I was never
going to do any of the things that I have now
achieved. They told me, all my siblings,
mostly my sister, said that because I was
trans—they obviously did not call me trans,
because I was a maricón, because I was
dressed as a woman—I was never going to
be able to overcome, because the maricones
dressed as women don’t overcome (this
marginalized life), they only serve as drunks,
as prostitutes or for anything else that is not
productive...and I proved that no, I have my
bad things, obviously as every person does, I
have, I have gone through difficult things,
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remunerado, pero yo estoy ahí y hay un aporte
económico de parte mía, para mí familia.
No los culpo. A nadie de mi familia culpo.
Ellos no tienen la culpa, porque ellos y ellas
sólo querían protegerme, porque el sistema y
la sociedad les enseñó lo que ellos replicaron
en mí. Ellos no tienen la culpa, por eso yo
nunca los voy a dejar de querer y nunca voy a
sentir ningún tipo de rencor con ellos y ellas,
porque el sistema les enseñó que todo lo peor
eran los maricones entonces para ellos, mi
hermana que fue la que más ejerció violencia
conmigo, ella lo único que quería era
protegerme de lo que le habían enseñado, que
eran los homosexuales y las lesbianas en este
país—porque antes no se hablaba de la
transexualidad—porque la única referencia de
la transexualidad, de la homosexualidad en
aquel momento era la muerte y era la mala
vida, entonces ella quería protegerme.”171

but no, I have achieved things and I have
come out ahead and I have a job and I am an
activist, more than a paid job, but I am there
and I contribute economically to my family.
I don’t blame them, I don’t blame anyone in
my family. It’s not their fault because they
only wanted to protect me, because the
system and society taught them what they
replicated in me. They are not to blame.
That's why I will never stop loving them and
I will never feel any kind of resentment for
them, because the system taught them that
maricones were the worst thing of all. So for
them, my sister, who was the most violent
with me, the only thing she wanted was to
protect me from what she had been taught,
which was that homosexuals and lesbians in
this country—because before there was no
talk of transsexuality—because the only
reference of transsexuality, of homosexuality
at that time was death and it was a bad life.
So she wanted to protect me.”

Ambar outlines some prominent fears surrounding gender representation in this anecdote
from her youth in comparison to her current success. This is a reflection of the way that trans and
queer people are portrayed in society; the violence that forces them into sex work or addiction,
the margins of society, means that there are very few clear and positive examples of people who
have overcome the violence in their lives. With the onset of social media and trans and queer
representation on television, in movies and on the internet, these representational values are
changing. Likewise, the impact of organizations and their reach in El Salvador is changing
opportunities for trans people, not only situationally through involvement in the organizations,
but also through representation of alternative lives and overcoming hardship that activist leaders
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provide in mentorship roles through community building. Because of societal norms, trans
people are placed in marginalized situations; as Ambar says, in the eye of most Salvadorans,
trans people “solo sirven para chupaderos, para putas, o para cualquier otra cosa que no sea
algo productivo.” This notion of productivity, a failure to “productively” contribute to society, is
placed onto the marginalized person as a representation of what it means to be trans, and also
what it means to be productive. Violence against trans people is justified because their existence
is seen as living outside of society. The societal structures that force marginalized people into sex
work or addiction become invisible and normalized, and sex work and addiction become seen as
integral to the identities of LGBTI people. Ambar says, “La única referencia de la
transexualidad, de la homosexualidad en aquel momento era la muerte.” Transexuality and
homosexuality was (and for many still is) directly associated with death. The normalization of
death and violence as integral to trans or gay identity is deeply ingrained in the societal norms.
The consequence of such unexamined biases is the continuation of familial violence that isolates
young LGBTI people and relegates them into cycles of violence, placing them in closer
proximity to death and isolation at a young age. Despite the success that Ambar has gained
through activism, these generational and familial ingrained norms persist and Ambar’s success is
hardly representative of the community as a whole.
Familial rejection on the basis of conservative social and/or religious beliefs is intrinsic
and normalized in the Salvadoran society as a form of violence predicated on symbolic
assumptions that deem LGBTI people worthless, which then justifies the use of physical violence
against them. Homophobia becomes a justification for any violence incurred on a person while
they are alive and also posthumously. Mariposa, who works with the lesbian organization Ales
Lavinia, relates a story about how familial rejection and violence go hand in hand:
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Mariposa: Aquí se dio el caso digamos y que
fue algo que se puede decir que es inventado
pero no, digamos de una discoteca gay, se
llevaron a una compañera lesbiana saliendo
de la disco. Se la llevaron secuestrada y
pasó como catorce días desaparecida y
llegaron a dejar como a una cuadra de
distancia de la casa de donde ella vivía; el
cuerpo de ella ya desmembrado, sin los
dedos y como Ales Lavinia digamos parte de
nuestro trabajo es ese como ir a investigar,
verdad, vamos a visitar a la mamá de esta
chica, porque una vecina que también es
amiga de esta lesbiana nos avisó y nos dijo
vaya investiguen ustedes como pasaron las
cosas y nos llevó donde la mamá, y la mamá
nos sale con la espada desenvainada y nos
dice que no nos metiéramos en eso, que si a
ella la asesinaron ella tuvo la culpa, por
andar en esas cosas.

Mariposa: Here, a case happened, and it’s
something that you might think was invented,
but no. In a gay club, they took a lesbian
compañera leaving the club and they kidnapped
her. Like 14 days passed with her missing and
then her body was found about a block from her
house and she was dismembered without fingers.
As Ales Lavinia, part of our job is to investigate,
right? We went to visit the mother of this girl,
because a neighbor is also a friend of the lesbian
and she told us to come investigate what
happened, and she took us to the mother and the
mother comes out confrontationally and tells us
not to get involved in this because if they
assassinated her, then it was her fault for getting
involved in those things (referring to being a
lesbian).
Guadalupe: And if that happened it was because
of being a sin, being a lesbian they blame us too.

Guadalupe: Y que si pasó, era por ser
Mariposa: For a mother who took the pain to
pecado, ser lesbiana nos echó culpa también. birth this being, this daughter, and to say she was
looking for it, good let them kill her…that’s
Mariposa: Sí, que una madre, que le dolió
what I’m saying. This is what it’s like to be a
parir a aquel ser, aquella hija y decir, ella se lesbian in El Salvador, all of this is.
lo buscó, y que estuvo bueno que la
mataran…Eso te digo ósea, eso es ser
lesbiana en El Salvador, todo eso es.172
This particular experience reflects intersections of violence in El Salvador. At the heart of
the story, Mariposa emphasizes the mother’s rejection of her daughter, even as she was brutally
assassinated, and speaks to the deeply ingrained fear of her sexuality as a justification for her
death. Familial rejection of LGBTI individuals, rooted in religious and patriarchal/machista
beliefs that permeate Salvadoran society, is not only traumatic, but forces young LGBTI people
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into unhealthy and physically dangerous situations. The depth of the fear and rejection based on
sexuality can even transcend motherhood bonds, and the “lifestyle” or sexuality of young LGBTI
people becomes a justification for murder.
For this reason, organization within the lesbian community is a serious challenge. Social
media has helped connect lesbians across the whole country, but realistically, public activism is
difficult, especially for femme presenting lesbians because they fear discrimination within their
family, church, and work.173 Mariposa reiterates these challenges to organizing within the lesbian
community for fear of familial rejection:
“Y este considero que agregando, digamos el
porque la invisibilidad de las mujeres
lesbianas es el miedo al rechazo que hay en
la familia, que si yo ando en actividades,
digamos, de la población LGBTI, y si me van
a ver en un canal de televisión, en la—bueno
algo, en un espacio público y alguien de mi
familia o una amiga o un amigo me ve, le van
a decir a mi familia y me pueden echar de la
casa, porque aquí es bien común y por eso
decía yo que tiene mucho que ver lo
religioso, porque pesa mas el que dirá el
vecino, la vecina o el que dirá mi propia
familia. Entonces yo a mi hija que es la rara,
que es la enferma, que dice que es lesbiana y
eso es un pecado, o Dios me va a castigar si
yo acojo a mi hija por lo que es. Entonces
pesa más los prejuicios que el amor que yo le
puedo tener a mi hija, verdad, entonces
vengo yo y que es lo que hago, la echo de la
casa.”174
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“Part of the reason lesbians are so invisible in
Salvadoran society is the fear of rejection of
their families. If I go to activities say with the
LGBTI population, and they see me on
television or something in a public space,
someone from my family or a friend sees me,
they’ll tell my family and they could kick me out
of the house. Because here that is really common
and that’s why I say it has a lot to do with
religiosity because what weighs more is what
will the neighbor say or what will my family
say. Then, my daughter is weird, sick, a lesbian,
that it’s a sin, or that God is going to punish me
if I accept my daughter for what she is. So the
prejudices weigh more than the love I can have
for my daughter, right, then I come and what I
do is I kick her out of the house.”

Kathy Serpas, interviewed by Annalise Gardella, San Salvador, El Salvador, June 4, 2018.
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Organizers and activists cite that lesbians don’t want their photos taken in workshops for
fear of being outed and rejected by the family, but also because the fear of violence for being a
woman and a lesbian is a tangible threat in Salvadoran society.175 These heightened fears among
lesbians speak to larger implications of gender relations in El Salvador and the connection and
obligation that women are socialized to feel for their families. Further, danger of physical
violence and challenges in finding economic opportunities are much harder for women who have
been pushed out of their family’s homes.
The social stratifications of gender and sexuality, primarily motivated by social and
religious conservative beliefs that date back to colonization, have resulted in high rates of
homophobia, lesbophobia, and transphobia among the general Salvadoran population. Because
few positive representations of LGBTI people exist in the Salvadoran media and population,
especially in rural areas, stereotypes of LGBTI people as unproductive, violent, oversexualized,
and addicted remain pervasive. Because of these fears, physical and verbal violence infiltrate the
home life of LGBTI people, and the combined threat of physical violence or being kicked out of
their home makes coming out an obstacle. For those who are kicked out of their homes,
economic, structural, and physical violence are also tangible fears as they are placed precariously
on the edge of survival.
Systematic and Economic Violence
The violence that begins in homes then extends to the institutional structure of
Salvadoran society, permeating school and educational structures and other institutions like the
healthcare system. The systematic violence limits access to education. LGBTI-identified
children, especially the most visibly non-conforming, are bullied in school for their gender
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presentation or sexuality. And if their identification does not match their gender presentation,
though they finish high school, they may be unable to access their graduation documentation.176
Also, for LGBTI youth who were kicked out of their homes, continuing education at any level
becomes even more difficult. In the same survey of trans people mentioned above, 45% of the
trans men surveyed and 40% of the trans women surveyed stopped studying before finishing
ninth grade, 40% of trans women and 23% of trans men did not continue studying beyond high
school, and only 6% of trans men and women have obtained a university degree. 177 The impacts
of not having a complete education in El Salvador further limit an already extremely limited job
market that pushes LGBTI youth further to the margins economically. Many trans youth who
live in rural areas flee to the capital, San Salvador, and especially in the case of trans women,
become involved in sex work as one of the only economic opportunities available.178 Under the
current system, trans people are unable to change their gender identity on their identification
cards (called DUIs), which presents barriers to obtaining formal employment, cashing checks,
opening a bank account, or even receiving remittances from the United States, on which many
people living in El Salvador rely for their livelihood.179 Thanks to the hard work of trans
organizations, some of these economic issues are being addressed, but the reality for many trans
people, especially in rural areas, still presents extreme barriers to economic stability.
For those who are able to find stable work, especially through recent government
initiatives aimed at inclusivity, openly LGBTI people still face discrimination in the workplace.
Discrimination disproportionately affects those who are most visibly LGBTI. Mariposa explains
this in the case of masculine-presenting lesbians:
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“Hay lesbianas con una expresión, como la
mía no soy muy femenina, pero hay otras
lesbianas que su expresión es completamente
femenina y pasan desapercibidas, pero si
esta lesbiana bien femenina en su trabajo
manifiesta de que es lesbiana, la empiezan a
acosar de una manera a desesperarla para
que renuncie al trabajo y digamos estamos
las lesbianas que con expresión
masculina…lo ven a uno ya se van como
apartando lo van aislando verdad. Entonces
es que la violencia digamos se vive en todo
los espacios, de diversas formas. Vivimos la
violencia, el estigma, y la discriminación.”180

“There are lesbians with a (gender) expression,
like mine. I am not very feminine, but there are
other lesbians who have an expression that is
completely feminine and they pass unnoticed,
but if a lesbian woman in her work
demonstrates that she is a lesbian, they begin
to harass her in a way to wear her down so that
she resigns from work and let’s say that
lesbians with a masculine expression…they
see them and they start like separating them,
isolating them, right? So it’s that the violence
is lived in all spaces, in diverse forms. We live
violence, the stigma, and the discrimination.”

This discrimination, unlike more overt violence, happens in a subtle process of
stigmatization, as Mariposa outlines in this quote. Masculine women, trans people, feminine men
are pressured to leave their jobs, instead of being fired. This discrimination makes implementing
laws regarding equal access to work harder, since it is not so easily identified and relies more on
socialized structures and gendered norms. These instances are common among many of my
collaborators, and even for those who endure this verbal or interpersonal violence, the daily
discrimination and pressure becomes a form of violence that reiterates that they exist outside of
societal norms, that they are never safe, and are undeserving of a dignified life.
Violence in Healthcare
Access to adequate healthcare is a serious barrier for the Salvadoran LGBTI community.
The lack of access or discrimination in attempting to access healthcare systematically increases
risk of physical harm and proximity to death. Though the government recently created a clinic
called Clínica Vicits to support the LGBTI population and many of the LGBTI organizations
organize around issues of HIV/AIDS, sexual health is a problem for the Salvadoran LGBTI
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population, especially in rural areas.181 Many healthcare professionals still have internalized
biases and have not been trained on how to care for LGBTI people, especially for trans people.
When one trans man activist, Aldo, was beaten by the police and taken to the hospital, the doctor
said after seeing his identification card with his female birth name, “¿Pero cómo es posible?
Esto no puede ser posible. La biblia dice mujer y hombre. Esto no lo ha creado Dios. Esto lo ha
creado el diablo. Estas son cosas del diablo.”182 (But how is this possible? This cannot be
possible. The bible says man and woman. God has not created this. The devil created this. These
are things of the devil.) Aldo was already faced with a physically violent situation and in fear of
losing his life. Upon entering the hospital to seek medical assistance, the doctor, through the use
of these biblical references and verbal assaults, further enacted a form of violence on him. These
layered and interacting forms of violence serve to let LGBTI people like Aldo know that he is
not welcome on the street or in public institutional spaces. Another activist, Kathy said that one
of the main issues is a lack of specific lesbian healthcare options, which is also true for trans
men. Since many lesbians and trans men are not used to the experience of penetration and many
of the doctors are not trained in LGBTI experiences; as Kathy says, “the doctors’ instruments are
really violent.”183 Violence imbedded in institutions like that of healthcare ranges from a lack of
training and knowledge that enacts violence on trans men and lesbian women based on the
ignorance of the doctor to more overt violence that further marginalizes LGBTI people in
healthcare spaces. All these forms of violence make seeking the basic human right to access
healthcare unsafe for LGBTI people.
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Physical Violence
All of the other issues addressed previously of symbolic, systematic, and economic
violence intertwine to exacerbate the most harrowing issue facing El Salvador’s LGBTI
population: physical violence. One cannot discuss the LGBTI experience in El Salvador without
also touching on the experience of violence and the fear that comes with the constant threat of
violence. Although rates of violence in El Salvador generally are very high, the LGBTI
population is at an even higher risk because the fear of gender and sexuality that deviates from
the norm often results in violent repercussions; the perpetrators are primarily men. The history of
the LGBTI community in El Salvador was born in violence and has existed and organized
around the topic since its inception. All the work that the community does seeks to combat
violence of one form or another, and all community-building work focuses on either self care
from violence or building community to alleviate the effects of violence. The modes of violence
are not isolated, but in fact work alongside one another. Economic violence that relegates trans
women to sex work puts them more at risk for contracting a sexually transmitted disease and the
inability to access healthcare puts them at risk for physical violence. Sex workers are also in
closer to proximity to physical violence because of the locations in which they work and live,
which are usually controlled by gangs and/or patrolled by police. The frequent use of drugs in
this line of work also puts trans women in proximity to gangs, drug dealers, and violent clients,
while simultaneously lessening their ability to escape a violent situation.
Gang presence in El Salvador has divided most of the country into zones of control, in
which people live under economic or social pressure from the gangs with a constant threat of
violence that restricts how communities operate. Much of the capital, especially the more
impoverished areas, live under control of gangs, but the higher population of LGBTI people and
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the growing reach of organizations provides a semblance of community and protection that only
extends to the rural areas in a limited capacity. The presence of gangs changes the way that life is
organized, especially for those who live on the margins of society already. Ambar describes this
reorganization in relation to gangs:
“Hay una manera de sobrevivir en ese lugar,
en la zona donde están… por las pandillas
hay una manera de sobrevivir, y es que las
personas trans o gay o trans, generalmente,
hay dos cosas, o te involucras directamente
con ellos para hacer favores y de alguna
manera estar protegida, porque vos sos esa
persona que les hace favores, o simplemente
tratar de no involucrarte directamente, pero
de alguna manera tampoco estar en contra o
ser enemigo de esas personas, entonces las
dos son muy peligrosas, las dos opciones,
porque si vos te involucras con ellos, y vos
estás haciendo favores entre comillas, al
final sos desechable para ellos, al final te
van a matar siempre. Te van a matar.
Entonces mientras le sos útil te van a
mantener y te van a proteger entre comillas,
pero luego no, te van a matar. Entonces
porque las mujeres y las poblaciones como
nosotras trans, en este caso, somos
desechables, no valemos nada para ese
grupo de personas.”184

“There is a way to survive in that place—in the
zone where there are gangs, there is a way to
survive, and for gay or trans people generally,
there are two things. You get involved directly
with them and do them favors or you simply try
to not involve yourself directly but in some way
also not be against them or make enemies of
those people. So both of those are very
dangerous options because if you get involved
with them and you’re doing them ‘favors,’ then
in the end you’re disposable for them, in the
end they kill you, always, and they’re going to
kill you, since while you’re useful to them
they’ll keep you alive and ‘protect’ you but
later, no. They will kill you. So because women
and populations like us, trans, in this case are
disposable, we are worth nothing to this group
of people.”

Women and LGBTI people, because of their marginalized position in a patriarchal society, are
considered, as Ambar says “disposable” to the gangs, and to society in general. This means that
if they are killed, there are no consequences; their killers have impunity and their death may not
even reach public knowledge. The presence of gangs impacts the trans community because of the
machista attitudes and the violence committed by gangs, and also limits the organizational
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capacity of organizations based in the capital to enter rural zones or gang territory to help build
community and protection for trans people in these areas.
The violence against women and LGBTI people extends beyond just gangs, as the
perpetrators include “all types of men, police, military, gang members, and just regular men who
you might not think are delincuentes until they show their violence.”185 The fluidity of this
masculine threat places the LGBTI community in constant fear of danger, and therefore in
constant vigilance. While the impacts of structural violence place LGBTI people in close
proximity to violence, the high rates of violence and the reality and fear associated with this
precarity makes violence prevention a priority for the LGBTI community: they are operating in
survival mode.
Because violence is so common, and because the more subtle forms of discrimination and
violence normalize the marginalization of the LGBTI community, impunity is also a norm. As
outlined by an activist from Entre Amigos, oftentimes, people do not report violence “porque
tienen miedo, porque son doblemente decomisadas, porque son más vulneradas de lo que fueron
anteriormente por los medios de la policía, porque la gente no sabe cómo preguntar, porque es
sujeto de burla decirle que otro hombre me golpeó porque era mi pareja y porque, o porque mi
papá no me quiere porque soy gay.” (Because they are afraid, or they are doubly seized, because
they are more vulnerable now than before because of the police media, because people don’t
know how to ask, because they become the subject of ridicule by saying another man beat me
because he was my partner and because my father doesn’t want me because I’m gay.)186 The
same normalized violence that dictates heteronormative hierarchies in Salvadoran society creates
a culture of fear that discourages people from seeking justice. The lack of justice when cases are
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reported further dissuades involvement in the justice system, where the majority of the cases are
not even investigated. The same Entre Amigos activist explains the problem of impunity:
“La mayor vulneración de derechos es
sobre las personas transgénero…hay más
de 500 casos de homicidios, agresiones
físicas, y verbales que han sufrido la
población LGBTI que no se le ha dado
respuesta, ósea esto es bien complicado
porque, entonces dice uno, y para qué voy a
ir a poner una denuncia, para qué un papá
o una mamá va a exigir que se haga justicia
por un hijo si ni siquiera han resuelto más
de 500 casos, o sea la mayor agresión que
sufren las personas, son las personas
transgénero, son las que mayormente son
agredidas constantemente.” 187

“The most rights violations are against trans
people…there are more than 500 cases of
homicides, physical, and verbal aggressions that
the LGBTI population has suffered and the
authorities have given no response, so this is
really complicated because then, one says, and
so why am I going to file a report or why would
a mother or father insist that they get justice for
their child if they haven’t even resolved more
than 500 cases. The most aggression is suffered
by trans people, they are the most violated.”

Proximity to violence is also related to how visibly someone presents as LGBTI.
Masculine gay men and feminine lesbians, as well as “passing” trans people, because they fit
more easily within the heteronormative standards of Salvadoran society’s conceptions of the
man/woman binary, are at a lower risk for violence. For those who are more visibly queer, the
risk of violence is intensified. This stratification then determines who is more marginalized, even
within the LGBTI community. An activist from Entre Amigos discusses the relationship between
visibility and risk for violence:
“Es que creo yo que todo lo que es visible
para la sociedad, el hombre gay masculino
no tiene mayores problemas, la mujer
lesbiana femenina a lo mejor no tiene
mayores problemas porque, socialmente, no
se da cuenta la sociedad de su práctica o de
su orientación, el problema radica en el que
es visible, en el que expresa su orientación o
187
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“I think that all that is visible for society
(suffers more violence), the masculine gay
man does not have a lot of problems, the
feminine lesbian woman, most of the time,
doesn’t have as many problems because,
socially, the society doesn’t realize their
practices or orientation, the problem arises in
that which is visible, in the expression of their
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su expresión es más femenina o es más
masculina. Cuando usted empieza a notar
eso, es que empieza a surgir una serie de
comentarios, de discriminaciones, de
violencia, de golpes. Cuáles son las opciones
de vida de una persona trans? Ejercer
trabajo sexual.” 188

orientation, or the more feminine or masculine.
When you start to notice, that is when a series
of comments starts, of discriminations,
violence, beatings, what are the options for life
for a trans person? Sex work.”

The person’s LGBTI identity, and more directly, how visible this representation of identity is,
determines proximity to both the subtle and overt violence. It is the moments in which society
“realizes their practices” that the queer identity comes into conflict with homophobic norms.
This fear of difference, the inversion of gender and sexual norms, sparks a violent reaction.
This violent reaction is perhaps worth exploring—what about threatening the gender
binary prompts a violent response? Masculinity in its most toxic form, or the cultural
understanding of misogyny in Latin America which we refer to as machismo, relies on the
maintenance of a gendered hierarchy that places control and power in the hands of men over
women. People who blur the binary of man/woman—those who are trans or queer, especially
visibly, for example—threaten not only the binary, but also the hierarchy on which the binary
relies. The existence of LGBTI people therefore threatens the power and control of men, and
when threatened with a loss of their power, they attempt to assert power and control through
violence.
Violence committed against lesbians because they are lesbians, and violence against trans
people because they are trans, complicates a longstanding attempt to understand gender-based
violence. Though the victims’ gender identity is motive, the victim’s sexuality complicates our
understanding of that motive. This violence arguably falls within the category of gender-based
violence, since the misogyny that motivates the acts of violence is a reaction of fear and hate
188
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triggered by a deviation from preconceived societal norms of heteronormative sexual attraction.
But to overlook these details contributes to the continuation of this violence because until it is
defined, the violence cannot be addressed. The existence of lesbians and trans people threatens
the same hegemonic masculinity that causes men to commit femicides, inspiring a similar but
distinct violent reaction. By identifying these distinctions, we can begin to address the
complexities of gender-based violence that are inspired by different presentations of gender and
sexuality.
When discussing the prevalence of femicides committed against lesbians in El Salvador,
Mariposa stressed that there was no way of knowing just how many women are killed for their
sexuality, beyond those who are out of the closet and known within the community. In July when
I completed this interview, over 200 femicides had been reported. But, Mariposa stressed, there
is no census, no investigation of the motive of these murders beyond the general category of
misogyny as outlined in the definition of femicide. Organizers in the lesbian community stress
that the majority of women in El Salvador face the reality of sexual violence, but the difference
for the lesbian community is that they face violence both for their gender as women and because
of their sexuality. In the case of lesbians, sexual violence takes the form of “corrective rape,” or
rape meant to convert a lesbian woman into heterosexuality, implying that her sexuality is the
result of having not experienced the penetration of a man and asserting the man’s right to violate
her in order to rid her of her lesbianism. Mariposa describes the gravity of this problem:
“En El Salvador con todo el grupo de
mujeres con que hemos trabajado, en el
aspecto del autoestima, la mayoría han
sufrido o han vivido más de una vez una
violación correctiva por el hecho de ser
lesbiana porque así se da, a ese abuso
sexual dicen, yo te violo para que se te

“In El Salvador with all the groups of women with
which we have worked on the issue of selfesteem, the majority have suffered or lived, more
than once, a corrective rape because they are a
lesbian, because that is how it happens. That is
how they refer to this sexual abuse, “I rape you to
get rid of this marimacha. They say corrective, so
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quite eso de marimacha…Correctiva dicen,
entonces viene la familia de esta chica
lesbiana que fue abusada sexualmente
mejor no hacen nada porque con las
violaciones se va a curar, eso se vive aquí,
y como Ales Lavinia hemos oído de la
mayoría de compañeras…La mayoría, por
decirle como un número, de diez mujeres,
siete o digamos ocho mujeres sufrieron una
violación. Entonces es comprensible esa
actitud de estar siempre en el anonimato,
estar a la defensiva.”189

then the family of a lesbian girl who was sexually
abused comes and [they say] better to do nothing
because the rapes will cure her. That is lived here
and as Ales Lavinia we have heard this from the
majority of compañeras…the majority, to give
you a number, out of every 10 women, seven or
say eight women suffer a rape. So it’s
understandable, this attitude of always wanting to
be anonymous, to be on the defensive.”

This high rate of sexual assault is common for many women in El Salvador, but the difference
with the women who participate in Ales Lavinia’s events is the motive of the rape. Mariposa
names this sexual assault as “violaciones correctivas,” or correctives rapes committed by men
who, in addition to asserting their masculine power through the sexual control of their victim,
justify their actions as a means of correcting the sexuality of the women they are assaulting.
Though there is no legislative documentation of violence against lesbians and no punitive
consequences that address this specific form of violence, the risk of being openly lesbianidentified is not unknown. Mariposa remarks that this fear of violence creates significant barriers
to activism and organization of the lesbian community. Just as women fear walking alone in the
streets or take precautions to avoid sexual assault from men, lesbians fear coming out of the
closet—for many reasons like the rejection of their family or losing their job, as described
earlier—but also for fear of being subjected to violence or murder for their sexuality.
Examining the complexities of gender-based violence through the intersections of gender
presentation and sexuality allows us to begin to really address the systemic roots of all genderbased violence. The utility in speaking about the specific gendered and sexualized forms of
189
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ritualized violence speaks to the motives of the violence rooted in toxic masculinity and the
structured patriarchal systems that justify the assassination of people based on gender and sexual
identity. Though discussion of this violence is beginning to occur, its prevention and punishment
of perpetrators is a distant goal. In the current system, in which LGBTI people are marginalized
and violence perpetrated against them does not reach national discourse, solutions to violence
prevention and any hope of seeking justice fall on activist communities who are also fighting for
their own survival.
Based on interviews with my collaborators, it is clear that perpetrators of violence are
primarily men. While much of the violence discussed in my interviews occurred on an
interpersonal level, institutionalized physical violence does occur in El Salvador. One case in
particular was monumental in shaping the organization of the Salvadoran LGBTI community and
broke into the general public news stream. In 2015, after the LGBTI Pride March, trans man and
human rights activist Aldo Peña and a friend were riding the bus home when the driver refused
to stop at the normal bus stop. Aldo and the driver entered into an altercation, which ended in the
bus driver kicking him off the bus in front of a police station. Thinking Aldo to be a delincuente,
the police dragged him off the bus:
“El problema fue que llega el primer
policía… y me dice: Bájate, (me bajo), yo
tengo pongo el primer pie, ya en la calle. Y
prácticamente se enrolló el cuello de mi
camisa en su mano, y yo le dije: ‘No me
agarre así, yo no soy ningún delincuente. Este
señor es el abusivo que no respeta las
paradas de bus.’ En lo que estábamos en eso,
mi acompañante, ella…le dijo: ‘No lo agarre
así. Véale los documentos…es una mujer.’ Y
él respondió, y con su mano izquierda me
tenía a mí era alto, y con la otra mano le pegó
una cara a ella, con el revés de la mano, a

“The problem was that the first policeman
arrives ... and he says: Get off (the bus), (I get
off), I have the first foot already on the street.
And he practically rolled the collar of my shirt
in his hand, and I said: ‘Don’t hold me like
that. I'm not a criminal. This man is the
abusive man who does not respect the bus
stops.’ While we were doing that, my
companion told him, ‘Do not grab him like
that. Look at his documents…she’s (he’s?) a
woman.’ And he answered, and with his left
hand he had me...he was tall, and with the
other hand he hit her face with the back of his
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ella le pegó, y ella cayó al suelo, cuando ella
cae al suelo yo me enderecé. Él me tenía así
porque yo me estaba dejando, entonces
cuando ella cae al suelo—tengo bien
grabado, muy grabado, el golpe de la mano,
el sonido que hizo ella y su cartera y sus
cosas al salirse de su cartera, todo lo tengo
muy presente—

hand. He hit her, and she fell to the ground.
When she falls on the floor I straightened up,
he had me like that because I was getting
away, so when she falls to the ground—I have
it recorded well, very recorded, the blow of the
hand, the sound she made and her wallet and
the things that fell out of her wallet, I have
everything in mind—

Me enderecé y le agarré el brazo. Me lo quité,
y le dije—¿Puedo decir las palabras malas
que dije? (está bien, si)—‘¿Por qué le pegas,
que no estás viendo que es una mujer? No
seas tan culero hijo de puta, le has pegado en
la cara… háganse los pendejos conmigo,’ les
dije. ‘Todos háganse los pendejos conmigo
que no me conocen.’ ¿Por qué les dije esto?
Porque desde esa fecha, tres años atrás, yo
venía sufriendo el acoso, si diez veces me
miraban en el día, las diez veces me paraban,
me querían quitar la camisa, me querían
desnudar ante la gente, cuando se
percataban, la primera, cuando se percataron
la primera vez de que mis documentos decía
el nombre de mujer, empezaban las
averiguaciones: o sea que vos sos mujer, o
sea que vos aquí, o sea que vos allá, sos gallo
o gallina, o sea que te gusta tortillar
empezaban a ofenderme de una manera, sólo
yo sabía hasta donde estaba creciendo mi ira
contra ellos.”190

I straightened up and grabbed his arm. He took
it off, and I said—Can I say the bad words I
said? (That’s fine. Yes.)—‘Why are you
hitting her? Can’t you see she’s a woman? Do
not be such a faggot you son of a bitch, you’ve
hit her in the face…fuck with me instead,’ I
told them. ‘Do your shit to me, since you don’t
know me.’ Why did I say this to them?
Because since that date, three years ago, I had
suffered harassment. If ten times they looked
at me during the day, ten times they stopped
me. They wanted to take my shirt off. They
wanted to undress me in front of people. When
they noticed, the first…When they realized for
the first time that my documents had a
woman’s name, they began the inquiries: so
you are a woman, so you are this, or you are
that? Are you a rooster or a chicken, so do you
like tortillar?191 They started to offend me in a
way. Only I knew how far my anger was
growing against them.”

Reflecting on the anger that he had suffered in his life previously from institutions like the police
who constantly questioned his gender, the quotidian microaggressions culminate in an aggressive
and angry response when the police physically confront him. At this point, the police officer
takes Aldo down to the ground, sitting on his stomach and begins to strangle him with one hand
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while hitting him with the other. Other officers begin to kick him until he passes out:
“Viene y se sienta en mi estómago, empezó a
estrangularme. Sus manos grandes me
abarcaban perfectamente mi cuello. Es más,
él me soltaba con una mano y con la otra me
pegaba puñetazos en la cara. Yo, por más que
intenté, créame que yo sí luché por
defenderme, pero no pude, yo estiraba mis
manos, yo trataba de estirar…a mi cara, me
estaba ahogando, me estaba asfixiando.
Incluso yo le decía a él ‘me estoy ahogando,’
pero él no escuchaba porque yo ya no podía
ni hablar bien. Ya me habían tapado
completamente la respiración, y por más que
yo intentaba defenderme no podía. Lo demás
policías qué hicieron, se ponen alrededor mío
a pegarme patadas, me sumían las botas en
las costillas, en la cabeza.”192

“He comes and sits on my stomach, he began
to strangle me. His big hands perfectly covered
my neck. Moreover, he released me with one
hand and with the other he punched me in the
face. I, even though I tried, believe me, I
fought to defend myself, but I could not, I
stretched my hands, I tried to stretch...to my
face, I was drowning, I was suffocating. I was
even saying to him, ‘I'm suffocating,’ but he
didn’t listen because I couldn’t speak well at
this point. They had completely stopped my
breathing, and even though I tried to defend
myself, I could not. The other cops, what did
they do? They surround me and kick me. They
sink their boots into my ribs, into my head.”

Aldo wakes up face down and handcuffed in the police station, hearing distantly the screams
from his friend, whom they were beating for being with him, for being with a marimacha:
“Cuando desperté, desperté dentro de la
delegación boca abajo, esposado, manos
hacia atrás esposado, los pies amarrados
con la cinta de mis zapatos, y cuando
despierto me costó. Bueno con mi frente
topaba en el piso, y empecé a escuchar los
gritos de ella, de la señora que me
acompañaba. Empecé a escuchar los gritos
de ella, es como que yo estuviera aquí
acostado boca abajo, y a ella la tuvieran
aquí adentro…y la tuvieran ahí adentro. Sólo
se escuchaba los gritos de ella, ella decía,
‘Ya no dios mío, ya no me peguen, por favor
ya no.’ (Y ellos dicen,) ‘Es que vos andas con
esa marimacha, chucas.’ Y por eso la
estaban golpeando a ella adentro, o sea
192
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“When I woke up, I woke up inside the
delegation facedown, handcuffed, hands
handcuffed behind my back, my feet tied with
my shoelaces, and when I woke up it was hard.
Well with my forehead on the floor, and I
started to hear her screams, of the lady who was
with me. I began to hear her screams, it's like if
I were here lying face down, and they had her
just there inside (indicates other room
adjacent)...and they had her in there, you could
only hear her screams. She said, ‘No more, my
god, don’t hit me, please no more.’ (And they
say,) ‘It’s because you are with that dyke, dirty
women.’ And that's why they were hitting her
inside, that's enough hatred—I think sometimes
I feel like I've gotten over it, but I realize that I
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suficiente odio—creo que yo a veces siento
que ya lo superé, pero me doy cuenta de que
no—Entonces yo le grité y le dije, ‘Suéltenla,
no le peguen.’”193

haven’t.—Then I yelled at him and said, ‘Let
her go, don’t hit her.’”

Aldo and his friend were held throughout the night by the police officers, handcuffed and beaten,
with threats that he would end up in a ditch, dead like a common gang member.
“Yo les estuve rogando a ellos por agua, yo
necesitaba agua. ‘Regálenme agua por
favor, ayúdenme a levantarme que me estoy
ahogando.’ (Policía responde,) ‘Aquí nadie
te va a ayudar hijo de puta, vos, ustedes
mañana van a aparecer en un barranco y
nosotros mismos los vamos a ir a recoger y
vamos a decir que son una muerte más de las
pandillas, que las pandillas los mataron, eso
vamos a decir.’”194

“I was begging them for water. I needed water.
‘Give me water please, help me get up, I'm
drowning.’ (The police respond,) ‘Here,
nobody is going to help you, son of a bitch,
you, you both, tomorrow you are going to
appear in a ditch and we are going to pick you
(your bodies) up ourselves and we are going to
say you are one more death at the hands of the
gangs, that the gangs killed you, that’s what
we are going to say.’”

The two remained detained until prominent trans and LGBTI activists showed up at the station,
took pictures and then appealed to the first lady, Vanda Pignato, and human rights activists. After
the case attracted national media attention, prompting a tweet from the San Salvador mayor,
Nayib Bukele, the police released Aldo and his friend, but remained with them as they were
taken to a hospital.
As demonstrated in the rhetoric of Aldo’s encounter with the police—the police yelled “if
you want to be treated like a man we will treat you like one,” the threats of removing his shirt,
and that they detained his friend for being with a “marimacha,” indicated a motive of machismo
and homophobic violence on the part of the police. Further, the constant use of these words in
everyday language demonstrates the symbolically violent inferiorization and dehumanization of
LGBTI people that results in the justification of their murder. Though Aldo survived this
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encounter, the trauma of the event remains. Aldo is the only trans man and the only LGBTI
individual who has had even some success in challenging the widespread impunity of violence
against the LGBTI population. Two of the eight police officers who attacked and detained Aldo
were convicted, but failed to serve their entire sentence. Meanwhile, Aldo fears passing the
police station where this occurred and the retribution of the police for having taken action against
them. The publicity of his case exposed his trans identity to the public in the media. This
visibility, while forcing Aldo to live in fear, has also provided visibility for the crimes committed
against the LGBTI population and determined his identity as a defender of human rights:
“¿Cómo podría decir que soy defensor de derechos humanos si no defiendo los míos, si me
quedo callado, o sea cómo pretendo defender a alguien más ni siquiera tengo el valor de
defenderme yo solo?” (How could I call myself a defender of human rights if I don’t defend my
own rights, if I stay quiet, or how can I pretend to defend someone else if I don’t even have the
courage to defend myself?).195 Further, this traumatic event drew visibility to the population of
trans men in the country, whose identity even within the LGBTI community has remained
marginalized:
“Los hombres trans somos invisibilizados
hasta por la misma comunidad, hasta por la
misma población LGBTI, somos
invisibilizados. Desde ese día para acá, es
como que de los hombres trans se habló más,
se conoció que los hombres trans existen. Me
tocó de esa manera, ni modo, pasó de esa
manera. Me tocó a mí y así de horrible, pero
su beneficio es de que, que creo que un
poquito más de realza tuvo la organización,
los hombre trans y como, bueno el que me
dijeran a mí, ‘Mira ya sos bien reconocido,
sos la figura.’ O que me llaman y me digan.
195
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“Trans men are invisible even in the our own
community, even within the LGBTI population
itself, we are invisible. From that day to now, it
is like trans men are talked about more. They
realized that trans men exist. That thing
happened to me in that way, oh well, it
happened that way. It happened to me and so
horribly, but its benefit is that, I think the trans
men organization got a little more
enhancement, and how, well they say to me,
‘Look, you are well recognized, you are the
figure,’ or they call me and tell me, ‘Look, your
case gave me strength, gave me courage to
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‘Mira tu caso a mí me dio fuerza, me dio
valor para denunciar.’”196

denounce.’”

In the sense of challenging impunity and drawing attention to trans men identity, Aldo’s case set
certain historical precedents for the Salvadoran LGBTI community. But within the details of his
experience, we can see how violence, both physically and in the rhetorical use of slurs, serves to
trap trans people in fear and control their everyday lives. Living under the constant threat of
violence for expressing their gender identity, trans people are physically most at risk because
they are most visible. The violent repression of trans people, however, serves to incite fear in the
entire LGBTI population.
Conclusion
Homophobia is embedded within the structure of Salvadoran society, present in both
institutions and within the socialization of people from the time they are born. The structural and
systemic violence that begins in the family and then continues through the education, healthcare,
and labor systems forces LGBTI people to the margins of society, trapping many in poverty and
in precarious work conditions. This systemic violence is undergirded by a constant reinforcement
of normalcy through language signals that determine which gender and sexual norms are
acceptable, and which merit violence or punishment. These intertwining modalities of violence
create a system in El Salvador that both increases the risk of violence LGBTI people and then
justifies violence that happens, blaming the sexual identities and gender presentation as the cause
rather than the homophobia or heteronormative ideals, which create these systems of violence.
The subtle institutionalized and socialized forms of violence provoke more physical violence.
This is the colonial/modern gender system in which the LGBTI movement in El Salvador is
operating, and this proximity to violence determines the strategies used for organization. Because
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violence is the most urgent and prominent issue in the LGBTI community currently, every action
taken by the activist community seeks to address violence in its many forms. In the next chapter,
I will examine the strategies that the LGBTI movement has adopted in order to address this
systemic and pervasive violence that threatens the lives of LGBTI individuals in El Salvador.
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Chapter 4: Strategies and Organization
On June 24, 2018, the Federation, led by Entre Amigos in coordination with an
international organization called Plan Internacional, organized the seventh annual Plegaria Rosa
(Pink Prayer), a candlelit vigil to pay homage to the LGBTI lives lost throughout the year and in
the history of the country. In the Centro Histórico of San Salvador, the community gathered on a
small stage in front of the National Theatre; photo exhibits showed past Plegarias Rosas and
images of members of the community who have been killed. Leaders of the movement spoke of
the violence the community has faced, how trans women have been senselessly killed without
justice dating back to the massacre of trans women in the Civil War. Volunteers and organizers
from Entre Amigos held rainbow hearts that said “Amor es Amor” (Love is Love) and wore shirts
that read “Justicia contra los crimines de ODIO #EsteEsNuestroFuturo” (Justice against hate
crimes #ThisIsOurFuture) with raised hands in each “O” in ODIO and a bloody heart over the
left chest of the shirt. Faith leaders spoke and the LGBTI faith groups Magdala and Libres en
Cristo sang as members of the community carried caskets to the stage. On each casket were a
mirror and a sign reading: “Somos seres Humanos IGUAL QUE TÚ. Las personas de la
comunidad LGBTI, son asesinados con lujo de barbarie por el solo hecho de ser parte de una
población en condiciones de vulnerabilidad, por que no se nos respetan nuestros derechos. Para
los vivos debemos respeto…para los muertos debemos justicia.” (We are humans JUST LIKE
YOU. The people of the LGBTI community are assassinated with barbaric luxury just for being
part of a population in conditions of vulnerability, because they don’t respect our rights. For the
living we owe them respect, for the dead, we owe them justice). The mirror on the casket
reflected back the person viewing it, with a message of justice, a reminder that this could be you.
The message on the sign appeals to the humanity of the public, demanding respect and
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emphasizing the danger and vulnerability of the population. The organizers passed out candles
and under the light of a full moon and a sea of candles, the crowd recited a song about dreams:
“Sueña
Con un mañana
Un mundo nuevo
Debe llegar

“Dream
That one morning
A new world
Might arrive

Ten fe
Es muy posible
Si tú estás
Decidido

Have faith
It’s very possible
If you are
Decided

Sueña
Que no existen fronteras
Y amor sin barreras
No mires atrás

Dream
That borders don’t exist
And a love without barriers
Don’t look back

Vive
Con la emoción
De volver a sentir, a vivir
La paz

Live
with the excitement
Of feeling again, of living
In peace

Siembra
En tu camino
Un nuevo destino
Y el sol brillará

Sow
In your path
A new destiny
And the sun will shine

Y el día que encontremos
Ese sueño cambiarás
No habrá nadie que destruya
De tu alma la verdad

And the day that we meet
You will change that dream
There will be no one who destroys
The truth in your soul

Sueña
Que no existen fronteras
Y amor sin barreras
No mires atrás

Dream
That borders don’t exist
And a love without barriers
Don’t look back

Ten fe
Es muy posible
Si tú estás
Decidido

Have faith
It’s very possible
If you are
Decided

Sueña

Sow
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Con un mundo distinto
Donde todos los días
El sol brillará

In your path
A new destiny
And the sun will shine

Donde
Las almas se unan en luz
La bondad y el amor
Renacerán

Where
The souls unite in light
Goodness and love
Will be reborn

Sueña, sueña tú…
Sueña”

Dream, dream
Dream”

The Plegaria Rosa is an example of the relationship between activism and violence in the
Salvadoran LGBTI movement. In a country where the average lifespan of a trans woman about
28 years and a trans man about 26 years and none of the murders of LGBTI people have resulted
in justice, the onus of remembering, honoring, and fighting for a better future falls onto the
shoulders of the LGBTI community.197 The location of the Plegaria Rosa, in the heart of the
capital and in one of the most public and visible places in the city, reflects the activist
commitment to re-appropriating dangerous spaces and asserting the right of LGBTI people to
exist. And yet, within this public space, the event is for the community; it is a space to heal by
remembering and honoring. Through the caskets, shirts, signs, and speeches, the organizers use
their activism to, as the casket says, demand respect for the living and justice for the dead.
Simultaneously, as the closing song calls for “a new world” and “love without barriers,” the
prayers, candles, and remembrance speeches call for the hope of a better future and honor those
who were assassinated before that future could be realized.
When asked about justice for lesbians murdered because of their gender and sexuality,
Mariposa from Ales Lavinia responded:
“Ha habido más de 180 feminicidios hasta la
197
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fecha, entonces entre ellas no nos damos
cuenta si esta mujer era lesbiana o que, porque
no hay una identificación no hay un profundo
registro, y aunque tal vez sea lesbiana pero
como a la familia jamás se lo dijo o tal vez a
alguna amiga pero no hay identificación, ósea
no hay un censo para decirle tantas lesbianas
han sido asesinadas. En Santa Ana mataron
una, pero solo así dijeron y hasta ahí no hubo
mayor informe de eso. Hace poco incluso oí
que dijeron en la Plegaria Rosa.”198

to the date (in June) but we don’t know if the
women killed are lesbians or not because there
is no identification, no extensive registry, and
even though maybe she is a lesbian but since
she never told her family or maybe she told a
friend, but there is no identification, no census
to say how many lesbians have been
assassinated. In Santa Ana, they killed one, but
that’s all that was said and from there, there
was never a major report about this. Just a bit
ago I even heard that they mentioned it (the
death of the lesbian) in the Plegaria Rosa.”

The Plegaria Rosa is the only place for memorializing the loss of LGBTI people who are killed
since the justice system offers no registry or justice for their deaths. This is the only space in
which they are able to honor the lives lost in the community and recognize the violence that
exists without a promise of justice.
Four days later, the Federation, COMCAVIS TRANS, and Entre Amigos organized the
first Plegaria Rosa in San Miguel, a department on the Eastern side of the country. This event,
held in the unbearable heat on the basketball courts of a local community center, was sobering
and somber. The Plegaria Rosa in San Miguel could not take place in the town’s center like the
event in San Salvador, because the level of danger was too high and the fear too great. The
course of the event followed closely to the event executed in the capital, with the addition of
lighting of a rainbow heart made of candles on the ground in front of the stage. In the audience
were six crowned beauty queens (reinas) from San Miguel. On a panel of honor sat the reigning
trans beauty queen. A drag queen performed a lip sync in which she gradually stripped off her
shoes and her wig, falling to the ground in emotional distress. Magdala and Libres en Cristo
sang. In an area of the country where there is little organization of the LGBTI community and
198
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even higher rates of murder, the San Miguel Plegaria Rosa left nearly every member in the
audience with tears in their eyes. This sister Plegaria Rosa in San Miguel is indicative of both
the Federation’s commitment to expanding the reach of their organization and the desperate need
for redressing violence in areas outside of the capital. New reaches of events like this are now
possible because of the growing unity of the movement and the Federation’s long-term
commitment to the LGBTI movement.
Because the levels of violence against the LGBTI population in El Salvador are so
devastatingly high, much of the movement’s strategic organization is focused on the issue of
violence. This focus takes many forms: honoring those who have been murdered, seeking justice
for hate crimes, legislative action to prevent violence, public marches and events to humanize the
population and demand rights, and internally focused workshops that seek to redress the harm
and trauma of violence. Violence has been the driving force for LGBTI organization in El
Salvador since the creation of the movement, but recent attempts at unification have solidified
strategies and goals for the movement as a whole. Through examining the LGBTI movement in
El Salvador, we can understand how systemic violence targets the LGBTI community and the
valiant and targeted ways in which the community addresses that violence in their path toward
justice and the realization of their mundo distinto.
Unity, New Goals, and The Creation of The Federation
When 15 organizations decided to create the Federation in 2017, unification was no small
task. Leaders and organizers had to put away decades-long battles over priorities, ideologies, and
approaches to activism. Ultimately the organizations came together because of a realization that
their strength in unity is what will help them to “confront a homophobic, transphobic, and
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misogynistic system.”199 Ambar, who represented ASPIDH at the formation of the Federation,
speaks to the struggles and the benefits of creating the Federation:
“No es fácil, porque vos decís tenemos
diferentes agendas y todo, las organizaciones,
o trabajo, la agenda que sale al mismo fin. No
es fácil a veces ponernos de acuerdo todos y
todas, pero yo creo que lo más importante y lo
que tratamos de rescatar es que los acuerdos
políticos de las organizaciones, de los
activistas y de las personas que estamos ahí
representadas, tienen que pesar más que
cualquier otro criterio, y que estos acuerdos
políticos son los que nos van a dar la fuerza
para poder enfrentar a un sistema homofóbico,
transfóbico, misógino. Entonces realmente no
es fácil ponernos de acuerdo (risas), pero
tratamos de hacerlo de la mejor manera. Cada
quien hace su trabajo y si de esas acciones,
como organización, abonan a la federación,
pues lo retomamos y lo repuntamos.”200

“It is not easy, because like you say, we have
different agendas and everything, the
organizations or work, the agenda comes to the
same end. It is not easy to sometimes agree
with everyone, but I think what is most
important and what we are trying to rescue is
the political agreements of the organizations,
of the activists and of the people that are
represented there, that has to to weigh more
than any other criteria, and that these political
agreements are what will give us the strength
to be able to face a homophobic, transphobic,
misogynistic system. So it really is not easy to
agree (laughs), but we try to do it in the best
way, each person does their work and if those
actions, as an organization, support the
federation, we return it and rebound from it.”

Now that the organizations have a strengthened collective voice, they have worked
together to create a path toward their first goal: redressing the subtle economic and structural
forms of violence that give rise to the physical violence perpetrated against trans people. In
addition to organizing visibility events like marches and the Plegarias Rossa, the Federation’s
first long-term goal is to lobby the government to pass the Ley de Identidad (Identity Law),
which would allow trans people to change their gender on their identification cards. When asked
why this is the Federation’s first goal, rather than seeking same-sex marriage, activists and
organizers had various opinions. While some framed the justification of this legislative goal in
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terms of violence, others sought a more logical explanation to analyze the cultural and structural
restrictions in Salvadoran society in passing same-sex marriage.
One activist explained the goal in terms of cultural and national practicality. In an
interview, lesbian activist AA said that many Salvadorans find the topic of trans rights and the
Identity Law much more palatable. When explaining to the general public that trans people
cannot get work because their name and identity do not match their identification card, or they
are unable to receive remesas (remittances), these economic barriers are shocking and seem
drastically unjust. The issue of marriage, however, shakes the core religious value of the country.
Despite the fact that marriage is generally uncommon in El Salvador, many people believe that
marriage is a pillar that upholds the entire Salvadoran society, and this core is especially tied to
religiosity. The Identity Law, Ayala said, does not threaten the family (though transgender
existence certainly does). In comparison to same-sex marriage, the Identity Law seems an easier
battle to justify to the general public through economic arguments that people can generally
understand.201
Another reason the Identity Law is one of the first goals is because of the more prominent
representation of trans organizations within the Federation. Because the trans women
organizations have received international funding for HIV/AIDS projects, their organizations are
better funded and have more structural organization, giving their agendas more weight within the
structure of the Federation. AMATE’s Roberto Zapata described this internal structure:
“Yo diría que lo de las luchas, existe una
especia de agenda, la agenda del movimiento
LGBTI que está amarrada en buena medida
con el nivel de organización que tiene cada
organización, valga la redundancia. Es decir,
por ejemplo, las organizaciones que están más
201
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“I would say that with the struggles, there is a
kind of agenda, the agenda of the LGBTI
movement that is tied to a large extent with the
level of organization that each organization
has. It’s worth repeating. That is, for example,
organizations that are more consolidated in
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consolidadas en términos de recursos de
trabajo como las trans, ellas pudieron poner
sus temas de manera más arriba en la agenda,
y las otras organizaciones que no lo estaban
tanto o que estaban peleadas entre ellas no lo
han podido hacer.”202

terms of work resources such as the trans
organizations, could put their issues higher up
on the agenda, and the other organizations that
were not so (organized) or that were fighting
between themselves could not.”

In addition to the capacity of the community to organize around transgender struggles, the
question of violence prioritizes other struggles that must come before same-sex marriage for the
Salvadoran LGBTI movement. When asked why gay marriage was not the first strategy, Karla
Castro from AMATE specifically framed the movement’s priorities in terms of a relationship to
violence:
“No vamos a decir que a ninguna organización
del movimiento no le interese posicionar esa
temática, pero se reconoce que no es una
prioridad el exigir que se aprueben los
matrimonios igualitarios. Se reconoce que sí,
es un derecho y todo lo demás, pero también es
una cuestión secundaria. Es primordial eso
por la situación de violencia que se pueda
judicializar y prevenir esos crímenes de odio,
pero también la ley de identidad que el no
contar con una identidad acorde con la que
vos te definís, legal con la que vos te
autodefinís, te lleva a que se te violen un
montón de derechos, acceso a servicios de
trabajos básicos, desde la educación, desde la
salud, etc. El mercado laboral también, que te
limitan en cuanto al desarrollo de vos como
persona, entonces se reconoce como prioridad
sobre otros, y sí, el matrimonio es
totalmente…se ha dejado como un tema
secundario en el país.”203
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“We are not going to say that no organization
in the movement is interested in positioning
this issue, but it is recognized that it is not a
priority to demand that equal marriages be
approved. It is recognized that it is a right and
everything, but it is also a secondary issue. It is
essential that the situation of violence be
prosecuted and that hate crimes be prevented,
but also the Identity Law, the inability to have
an identity according to which you define,
legally with which you self-define, leads to a
lot of your rights being violated, access to
services like basic jobs, education, health, etc.
The labor market also, which limits you in
terms of personal development. So, it is
recognized as a priority over others, and yes,
marriage is totally…it has been left as a
secondary issue in the country.”
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Through the extensive research that AMATE has done, the activists in this organization also
understand the complexities of violence related to access to healthcare, education, and work,
which reinforce marginalization of the LGBTI community. Additionally, Zapata positions the
ultra-conservative government as an obstacle to goals like same-sex marriage. Since it was the
far right government that repeatedly attempted to legislatively deny the community the right to
marry and adopt through constitutional amendments, the discursive decision to not confront the
powerful far right government and the socialized religiosity of the Salvadoran community also
helped determine the path of the Salvadoran LGBTI movement’s goals:
“La cuestión de la violencia ha sido uno de los
factores más importantes porque para casarse
hay que estar vivos. Entonces, por eso es que
te comentaba anteriormente que una de las
luchas históricas es precisamente la
judicialización de los crímenes de odio para
prevenirlos verdad, la cuestión de evitar que se
sigan dando, pero, además, y creo que la
cuestión de cómo el discurso de la
ultraderecha en el país ha girado alrededor de
los matrimonios, era una cuestión de cómo, ok,
estos lo que andan buscando es casarse…el
movimiento a pesar de que tal vez no estoy
seguro de que en algún momento se hayan
sentado y hayan dicho, esto no va a ser nuestra
bandera de lucha primordial, pero fue como
una cuestión de, no sé si llamarlo casualidad o
de la lógica, lógica en lugar de casualidad, de
cada organización de decir, ok, como este es el
discurso que están queriendo usar, tal vez yo
no debería de adoptar, y también en cuanto a
este otra factor. Es decir, de qué nos sirve a
nosotros acceder a casarnos si realmente nos
estamos muriendo, si no podemos acceder a la
salud, que ha sido otro tema histórico de
bandera de lucha de la organización, de las

“The question of violence has been one of the
most important factors because to get married
you have to be alive. So, that's why I told you
earlier that one of the historical struggles is
precisely the prosecution of hate crimes to
prevent them, the question of preventing them
from happening, but also, and I think the
question of how the right-wing discourse in the
country has revolved around marriages was a
question of how, ok, what these people are
looking for is to marry...the movement I am
not sure that at some point they sat down and
said, this (marriage) is not going to be our flag
of primordial struggle, but it was like a
question of, I do not know whether to call it
chance or logic, logic instead of chance, of
each organization to say, ok, this is the
discourse they’re wanting to use, maybe we
should not adopt this fight, and also regarding
this other factor, that is to say, what use is
getting married if we are really dying, if we
can not access healthcare, which has been
another historical struggle of the organization,
of LGBTI organizations. So, yes I think that
influences, that discursive question of the far
right to say you have to protect the family, the
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organizaciones LGBTI. Entonces, sí creo que
eso influye, esa cuestión discursiva de la
ultraderecha de decir hay que proteger a la
familia, la familia tradicional de lo que andan
queriendo hacer estas personas, prohibiendo a
través de la constitución que se puedan casar y
eso de que el mismo movimiento LGBTI
reconoce que eso, aunque si es una de nuestras
reivindicaciones, no es una de las prioritarias
en este momento.” 204

traditional family from what these people want
to do, prohibiting through the constitution their
right to marry and the LGBTI movement
recognizes that. Although it is one of our
demands, it is not one of the priorities at this
time.”

The Salvadoran LGBTI organizations position their fights and goals within the cultural and
violent reality of the Salvadoran context by recognizing the impact of the “traditional family”
and religious, conservative socialized beliefs on their ability to achieve certain goals. For trans
woman activist, Ambar from ASPIDH, the structural barriers that prevent trans people from
obtaining identification further dehumanize the trans population and in turn justify physical
violence. Through discussing the trajectory of the movement and the goals to pass the Identity
Law, Ambar argues that this law is the first step in recognizing the trans population’s right to
exist:
“Hay una población, hay un grupo de personas
que no existimos, que no existimos, entonces
una persona no puede ejercer ciudadanía
plena sin existirla realmente. Entonces existir
en el aspecto de que sí tenemos un documento,
pero ese documento no reconoce lo que soy.
Ese documento en vez de solventarme la vida e
identificarme, me pone trabas a mí, me pone
barreras, porque cuando lo muestro la gente y
la sociedad, las instituciones ponen esa
barrera de discriminación…entonces hay una
población que no existimos, porque existir es
que las personas tengamos la misma
constitución dice que tenemos derecho a la
204
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“There is a population, there is a group of
people who don’t exist; we don’t exist. A
person cannot exercise full citizenship without
really existing. Existing in the sense that we do
have a document, but that document does not
recognize who I am. That document, instead of
solving my life and identifying me, puts
obstacles in my way; it puts up barriers for me,
because when I show it to people and society,
institutions put a barrier of discrimination…So
there is a population that does not exist,
because existing means people have the same
constitution, which says that we have the right
to an identity, but identity is not only having a
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identidad, pero la identidad no es sólo tener un
documento físico. La identidad es de que ese
documento te respalde como lo que sos, como
tu construcción de género, tu construcción del
sexo, porque las personas, nuestros deberes y
derechos no van ligados a nuestros genitales,
nuestros deberes y derechos van ligados a lo
que somos, a lo que aportamos como, cómo
nosotros nos vemos en esta vida.

physical document. Identity is that this
document supports you as who you are, as your
construction of gender, your construction of
sex, because as people, our duties and rights
are not linked to our genitals, our duties and
rights are linked to who we are, to what we
contribute, how we see ourselves in this life.

So the movement is definitely in agreement
that first we must resolve a historical debt with
Entonces definitivamente el movimiento está
the trans population, definitely in this country.
totalmente de acuerdo de que primero hay que Especially in this sub-region of Latin America,
solventar una deuda histórica con la población Central America has been one of the regions
trans. Definitivamente en este país, sobre todo where trans people have sacrificed most
en esta subregión de Latinoamérica,
historically, and have been made invisible.
Centroamérica ha sido una de las regiones que That hatred has been naturalized and has been
más ha sacrificado trans históricamente,
installed in society and in the system, in the
históricamente, y que han sido invisibilizados, institutions and in everything. So installed that
ese odio se ha naturalizado y se ha instalado
when a trans person, a group or a trans
en la sociedad y en el sistema, en las
movement declares themselves in favor of,
instituciones y en todo. Tan instalado que
declares they will fight for their rights, people
cuando una persona trans, un grupo o un
see it as disgusting, people are
movimiento trans se pronuncia a favor de, se
disgusted…why? Because that violence is
pronuncia a luchar por sus derechos, la gente
naturalized and we come to believe that we
lo ve repugnante, la gente repugna…por qué?
don’t have the right to have rights, that it is
porque esa violencia está naturalizada y
impossible, that it is a fallacy. People see it that
llegamos a creer que no tenemos derecho de
way, but it's not chance, it's because the hatred
tener derechos, que eso es imposible, eso es
naturalized, it’s because if they kill you…how
una falacia. La gente lo ve así, pero no es
many times have I heard them say they killed
casualidad, es porque el odio está
someone like that, why? Because she was a
naturalizado, es porque si te matan…cuántas
transsexual, oh ok. It's like saying, transsexual
veces yo no escuché decir mataron a fulana de is synonymous with death, that has been, for
tal, ¿por qué? porque era transexual, ah ok. Es no one, I remember perfectly I had to see so
como decir, transexual sinónimo de muerte,
many compañeras, friends, trans acquaintances
eso ha sido, para nadie, yo recuerdo
who have been killed throughout my life. That
perfectamente he tenido que ver tantas
is, throughout my life, violence and death have
compañeras, amigos, amigas, conocidas trans haunted my compañeros and my peers, but
que las han asesinado, a lo largo de mi vida, o nobody says anything because it is natural,
sea a lo largo de mi vida la violencia y la
because yes, they were transsexual, they were a
muerte ha rondado a mis compañeros y a mis
maricón. So we have naturalized that being
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pares, pero nadie dice nada porque es natural,
porque pues sí, era transexual, era maricón,
entonces hemos naturalizado que ser trans es
sinónimo de muerte.”205

trans is synonymous with death.”

From Ambar’s perspective, the inability to get an identification card in El Salvador reinforces the
dehumanization of trans people, essentially providing an institutionalized confirmation that trans
people do not exist within the eyes of the government or the people. The very hatred and disgust
that dehumanizes trans people in the eyes of institutions “naturalizes” their murder, and “trans
becomes synonymous with death.” This failure to recognize their existence and structural
dehumanization justifies the use of violence and the consequential failure to obtain justice for the
murder of trans people. For the trans organizations, the structural solutions to structural violence
address situations of physical violence by humanizing the people whose existence has been
erased.
The passage of the Identity Law, however, also raises other complicated questions in
regard to violence. One trans man questioned what the implications of this passage might mean
without other institutional organization and understanding of LGBTI identity: If trans people are
put into prison, what will happen to a trans man with a vagina in a prison that is full of men? For
trans men who are gay and have male partners or are raped and become pregnant, and if their
identity card is changed, what are the rules in the hospital, where do they go, what do they do?
For those who were able to get a high school or college diploma with their birth name, how
would changing their identification affect future employment opportunities?206 Though the
passage of the Identity Law would help trans people avoid certain instances of structural and
physical violence, it is not an end goal, but rather a first goal. This activist’s questions point to
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other issues of violence that extend beyond just the Identity Law, which for the unified LGBTI
movement, opens the door for much more organization.
Despite contradictions within the Federation, its creation has brought coordination
between the fights and allowed for dialogue about the pervasive modalities of violence that
disproportionately target the LGBTI community. This circulating discourse within the
community and even the tensions caused by conflicting ideologies has allowed for the
organizations and activists to prioritize certain fights and create sequential goals that address the
structural nature of violence in El Salvador. Through combatting structural violence and
prioritizing trans people, whose gender presentation places them at a higher risk of physical
violence, the Federation and the LGBTI community as a whole is relying on the strength of the
community to fight for the most marginalized populations, and paying “a historical debt” to the
trans population. This institutionalized activism has formed because of the particular situation of
violence in the country.
Public Marches, Events, and Visibility
While member organizations work on community-based projects year-round, during May
and June, the Federation and some of the larger organizations facilitate a number of events in
public spaces that are focused on visibility. Through marches, hanging flags in government
buildings, and lighting the National Palace in rainbow lights, the community uses activism to
directly respond to the dehumanization of LGBTI people who, as vocalized in Ambar’s quote
“don’t exist.” By organizing in public spaces, the LGBTI population demands recognition of
their existence. This strategy of activism comes with risks, as being visibly LGBTI is dangerous
in El Salvador, but the organizers strategically utilize unity and events with large numbers of
people to provide a barrier of safety and protection in these visible events. This corporal strategy
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of confrontational visibility challenges the narratives of the patriarchy and machista social
understandings of sexuality in the Salvadoran populace, relying on exposure in order to
normalize their existence.
Independent and militant activists employ similar corporeal techniques, utilizing their
visible queerness to incite discomfort and therefore challenge norms in everyday life. One gay
male militant activist, Nestor Urquilla entered buses regularly dressed in combat boots and pink
tutus, reciting theatrical monologues about sexual diversity and abortion. Normalizing his queer
appearance on the bus, Nestor said, “Así como ellos le permiten a un vendedor de dulces o de
tostadas subirse a vender y que hagan su ganancia y hagan su vida, pues ¿qué diferencia hay
con un maricón que habla por los otros maricones que no tienen el valor de hacerlo.” (Just like
they allow a candy or tostada vendor to get on a bus and sell and make their profit and make a
living, what’s the difference in also letting a maricón who speaks for the other maricones who do
not have the courage to do so?)207 In utilizing his body in this way for his activism, this activist
physically transgresses gender norms and places his body in physical danger in order to
challenge patriarchal ideals. On various occasions, he received dirty looks, gestures, words, and
even physical violence:
“Un día de semana que yo iba para Sensunte,
entonces digamos que a mí, de lo emocionado
que iba, no me fijé en qué momento el bus, que
iba para la terminal, entró al centro, al centro
histórico, y que allí es otro nivel de energía, es
otro nivel de gente, entonces yo no me fijé que
el bus ya estaba en centro histórico, entonces
se subió un vendedor de tostadas y fue a
llamar a otro, y entre los dos me comenzaron a
pegar. Me querían bajar del bus, yo no me dejé
bajar, porque yo sabía que si me bajaba del
207

“One week day, I was going to Sensunte. With
how excited I was, I did not notice when the
bus, which went to the terminal, entered the
Centro, the Centro Histórico, and that place is
another level of energy, another level of
people, so I did not notice that the bus was
already in the Centro Histórico, when a tostada
vendor got on the bus and called another
vendor, and between the two, they began to hit
me. They wanted to get me off the bus. I did
not let myself get off, because I knew that if I

Nestor Urquilla, interviewed by Annalise Gardella, San Salvador, El Salvador, June 14, 2018.
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bus con los otros demás vendedores estaban
ahí, me iban a agarrar a patadas entre todos,
inventando cualquier cosa que les había
robado el celular, así. Entonces digamos fue
como la única vez que yo debí haber, digamos,
terminado la locución, el performance, hasta
la altura del Parque Cuscatlán, y ahí sentarme
y esperar que el bus llegara hasta la terminal
de oriente, y a mí se me fue por alto, pero son
lecciones que la vida le va enseñando, que esos
vendedores de tostada allá en el centro de San
Salvador, no están dispuestos a ceder el
privilegio que ellos como machos tienen.”208

got off the bus with the other vendors there,
they would grab me kicking me in front of
everyone, inventing anything, that I had stolen
their cell phone, something like that. So it was
like the only time I should have finished the
speech, the performance, up to the top of the
Parque Cuscatlán, and then sat down and wait
for the bus to reach the eastern terminal, and I
didn’t realize what I should have done, but
these are the lessons life teaches us, that those
tostada vendors there in San Salvador’s Centro
are not willing to give up the privilege that
they as machos have.”

In this story, the activist’s performance is met with the violence of the tostada vendors. He learns
the life lessons in where he can perform and where is too dangerous, but ultimately his lesson is
that the homophobic “macho” will react in violence against queer bodies in order to protect his
own privilege. The purpose of this corporeal and visible style of activism is not only to confront
the general public with transgressive gender norms that challenge violent systems, but also to let
other LGBTI people know that they are not alone. At an LGBTI art exhibition and
conversatorio, a group of young queer activists had made t-shirts to reflect their sexual diversity.
In explaining their shirts, one youth stood up and said that when she was young, this same
activist described above got on a bus wearing a tiny tank top and a tutu and she thought to herself
“Ese hombre lo van a matar” (They’re going to kill this man). He was the first queer person she
saw and she recognized how important it is to be visibly queer to share that with people who are
not out of the closet yet, especially young queer people. Events and individual activism focused
on visibility play a dual role in combating violence—those on the front lines use their bodies to
protect the community and confront the violence directly, and in the process, their visible
queerness becomes a beacon of solidarity for closeted LGBTI people.
208
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One event in particular demonstrates the clash of the LGBTI population with the general
Salvadoran public, an intersection of the potential for violence, humanization through visibility,
and targeted protection within the community. On June 17, 2018, the Federation in coordination
with a local LGBTI media company called ElSalvadorG revealed a rainbow flag on the Teatro
Nacional in the Centro Histórico. The event started in the mid-afternoon, and a group of LGBTI
youth who had volunteered with ElSalvadorG for Pride Month events held hands forming a
circle around a theatrical performance just outside the theatre. The youth placed their linked
bodies as barriers between the LGBTI community and the crowd, acting as a wall of protection
that would prevent any potential disruption or violence from stopping the act. A crowd began to
gather, many from the LGBTI community, but most were unsuspecting visitors to the newly
refurbished Centro Histórico. An activist standing next to me turned and said, “Me siento tenso”
(I feel tense). I asked why. He said, “Porque hay mucha gente que no es diversa” (Because there
are a lot of people who aren’t diverse (LGBTI)). This event, despite the hopeful mitigation of
violence through the circle of young people, sparked a tense fear in the activists who saw the
crowd of heterosexual people as a tangible threat.
The event started with a mini-play outside the theatre: Two men were dressed in blue and
red dresses and combat boots, and a man and woman were dressed in skirts and suits with white
stripes on the back. They intricately danced in pairs, breaking apart to march and chant, mocking
militarism in their boots. The figures in dresses battled with those in suits until finally the man in
the blue dress kissed the man in the suit while the person in the red dress guided their
movements. They kissed, dancing in a flowing fashion, finally ending on the ground. Upon
seeing men in dresses kiss, the crowd in the outer circle grew tense. Men stood with arms
crossed and stern looks. Some people pointed and laughed, and kids sitting in front giggled. One
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woman grabbed her daughter’s arm and dragged her away. The visible discomfort of the crowd
was an expected consequence of the controversial production. The organizers had prepared for
the possibility of a strong reaction, and enforced a community bond of protection to surround the
actors. Though the display was a confrontation of society with queer identities, nothing beyond
dirty looks happened. After the performance, the crowd dispersed and at the countdown of 10 a
group of people dropped a huge, rainbow flag off the side of the theatre. People kissed their
partners as Madonna and P!nk played over speakers and a local young, gay poet read his poems
to a small crowd.
The Federation organized this event with the intention of making visible the Salvadoran
LGBTI fight for rights through the appropriation of public, government, institutionalized spaces
(the National Theatre, and in another event at the National Palace). The event itself, as well as
the flag that flew on the theatre for the entire month, was a confrontation of societal norms, and
demonstrates the willingness of queer activists to place their bodies on the front lines in order to
perform their sexual and gendered diversity to an unwelcoming crowd, despite the risk of
violence. These appropriations of government spaces and confrontations with the public in this
way are unprecedented in the country and have a specific aim and focus on normalizing the
existence of LGBTI people as well as demanding the acknowledgement from the institutions in
the country for their right to exist.
The Pride March in June is another example of this visible occupation of physical space,
and utilizing chants and physical displays of queerness to resist the structural and physical
violence committed against the LGBTI community in El Salvador. As 12,000 people marched in
blocs along a stretch of public streets to the famed Salvador Del Mundo monument, the same
volunteer youth that linked arms at the National Theatre event acted as protective barriers to
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crowd and directed the March. The March participants carried huge rainbow and trans (pink,
white, and blue) flags. Elaborately dressed drag queens with feathers, wings, and colored dresses
marched in front of the lesbian bloc, which carried a large banner with a painted vulva. Different
chants could be heard throughout the blocs: “Señor, señora no sea indiferente, se matan a
mujeres (trans) en la cara de la gente” (Mr., Mrs. Don’t be indifferent, (trans) women are killed
in the face of the people) and “Por qué, por qué, por qué nos asesinan si somos la esperanza de
América Latina…” (Why, why, why do you kill us, if we are the hope of Latin America). The
June Pride March is the culminating community event following dozens of organized activities
throughout the entire month. As the first official year of the Federation, and the largest Pride
March in the country to date, the 2018 June march was a radical occupation of public streets, a
formation of community unity for both protection and support, and a visible resistance to the
violence committed daily against LGBTI people in the country.
Activists and organizations in the Salvadoran LGBTI community consciously utilize the
visibility of their queerness to draw attention to the violence that the community as a whole
suffers. Through these brave acts of performing queerness publicly, coupled with the private,
organized protection of the community as exemplified by the youth volunteers, the Salvadoran
LGBTI community’s visible activism seeks to publicly address the issue of violence in order to
humanize the population, declare their existence, seek justice for the violence already committed,
and build a more just future through community unity and activism.
Internal Healing, Education, and Community-Building
In addition to visible events aimed at reaffirming the public existence of the LGBTI
population, these organizations also host community-focused events year-round that work to
address the internal effects of violence and support the community. These organization
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workshops are often related to healing trauma, deconstruyendo (deconstructing) machista or
internalized/socialized beliefs about gender and sexuality, and building community. Many of the
lesbian organizations that exist within the feminist movement are funded by larger feminist
organizations like Las Dignas and host self-care workshops or feminist/lesbofeminist workshops
that last a series of weeks. While remaining exclusive to cisgender lesbian women, these
workshops focus on healing trauma, learning new skills and unlearning unhealthy skills, and
reaffirming the lesbian identity. Other organizations open workshops to the entire LGBTI
community. Ales Lavinia, which is a lesbian organization but also part of the Federation, has
hosted workshops on self-care, healthcare, sex and health education, and identity. This
organization in particular attempts to meet lesbians where they gather, often in bars, in order to
overcome the barriers of organizing within the lesbian community. The organization Hombres
Trans 503 (HT 503), during the month of June 2018, hosted a body movement workshop taught
by a well-known Canadian dancer. The workshop focused on physical healing, interpersonal
trust, and the creation of community. HT 503 also provides education classes and tutoring on the
weekends, open to the whole community, in attempt to help LGBTI individuals finish basic and
high school education and improve their economic situation, and hosts sports tournaments at the
public university, providing a space for LGBTI people who may have felt uncomfortable in the
gendered spheres of sports. These workshops and educational opportunities mitigate the effects
of trauma caused by violence while also addressing issues of structural violence; they provide a
chosen family for those who have been forced out of their homes and open economic or
educational opportunities for LGBTI individuals.
Though most of the trans women/gay men organizational work relies on international
funding for HIV/AIDS outreach, the organizations also provide a space for community and
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people to safely gather. These organizations not only facilitate access to employment, but they
also open spaces for mentorship and representation of successful LGBTI people. Entre Amigos,
the largest and oldest LGBTI organization in El Salvador, primarily serves gay men, trans
women, and HSH (men who have sex with men but don’t identify as gay). While the majority of
their work is HIV/AIDS focused, and their thriving NGO location holds storage of thousands of
condoms and lube, the organization has not forgotten its roots. Periodically, the director and
organization provide food to one of the oldest trans women in the capital who struggles to make
ends meet and survive. While the funding sources of each of these organizations relegate the
scope of their internal projects, the organizations themselves provide economic opportunities for
the community. The representational value of creating alternative means to success is an
understudied achievement of these local NGOs.
One of the most valuable and unique elements of the Salvadoran LGBTI movement is the
recognition to preserve historical memory of the community and provide research regarding the
battles the community faces. Most of the organizations, some of the independent activists, and a
number of university students have completed research projects on various factors in the LGBTI
movement, including physical violence, economic disparities, and access to healthcare. This
research, while not available outside of the country because of barriers to distribution, is
preserved through an organization called AMATE in a local archive. AMATE uses research and
collective memory as a strategy for preserving community history, positioning themselves as
activists through education and providing tangible research to address issues of violence in the
country.
AMATE’s role is important within the movement because this small but relevant
organization has taken on the large responsibility of both recording the history of the movement
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and pushing a different and more radical political ideological formation. Through education,
historical archiving, and an inclusive human rights discourse, AMATE focuses on creating and
widening the scope of activism to include feminists and the working class while challenging the
societal structures that cause violence. This activist ideology is apparent in the t-shirts that
AMATE sold for the Pride March, which read on the front “No hay orgullo sin lucha” (There is
no pride without a fight) and on the back read, “LGBTI+ contra el capitalismo y el patriarcado”
(LGBTI+ against capitalism and the patriarchy). These shirts demonstrate the organization’s
goals of addressing issues of violence from a systemic approach, which includes both feminist
and anti-capitalist rhetoric.
The political awareness in AMATE’s activism and the creation of a communal archive are
testaments to the radical activist history in El Salvador, upon which they build and continue to
document, bearing witness to the violence. The AMATE archive has interviews from some of the
most important activists in the movement, including Karla Avelar, a trans woman who founded
COMCAVIS and was forced to flee the country after receiving multiple threats from gangs, and
Paty Leiva and Cuki, two of the only survivors of the trans massacre during the 1980s. The
preservation of these historical memories documents and evidences the violence occurring,
which systematically dehumanizes trans and LGBTI populations by making them invisible to the
state and the general population. The voices of people who are marginalized even within the
community like poor LGBTI people, trans men, and lesbians, are given equal weight within the
AMATE archive. By talking about the violence and history, AMATE is resurrecting an invisible
past and centering the most marginalized identities to draw attention to their lives and realities.
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Un Mundo Distinto Donde Todos Los Días El Sol Brillará
Through examining these different strategies, it becomes clear that LGBTI activism in El
Salvador is predicated on reactions to the many forms of extreme violence. Like one chant from
the feminist and LGBTI marches says, “Yo soy (lesbiana, mujer trans, HT) insisto, existo, y
resisto.” (I am (lesbian, trans woman, trans man) I insist, I exist, and I resist), the movement
addresses the structural and symbolic violence that has attempted to dehumanize the population.
Through insisting on their existence and radically resisting, the LGBTI community refuses to
accept the subtle societal structures that become justifications for the murder of members of their
community. El Salvador’s movement has taken a different trajectory than countries in the
Southern Cone, Europe, and the United States. Though they are advised by Argentina and funded
internationally, the organizations have unified into a Federation that takes the external advice and
translates that trajectory into the priorities of the movement on the ground. Activists and
organizers, while focusing on legislative and structural changes, also consciously adopt a social
critique of violent systems because, and especially for the most visible in the community, the
very act of being LGBTI in El Salvador is resistance. For those most visibly queer, survival and
activism are not especially distinct concepts.
Despite dangerous obstacles and extreme violence the community continues to organize,
and in this resistance, existence, and organization, there is hope. When asked, many said they did
not have hope, but their lack of hope did not preclude their continued involvement in pushing the
movement forward. Situated within the history of the movement, one organizer from Entre
Amigos sees the incremental changes and the possibility for organized visibility as the source of
hope for the future:
“Mientras haya vida hay esperanza, por
supuesto, y prueba de ello somos nosotros…es

“While there is life, there is hope, of course.
And the proof of that is us…It is really
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bien complicado porque nosotros vivimos en
una sociedad salvadoreña donde poco a poco
ha ido despertando y abriendo la mente. Usted
puede ver ahora en los centros comerciales o
en la calle más población LGBTI. Somos más
visibles. Usted va a un centro comercial y va a
ver a un hombre gay, lo va a ver, eso ya es muy
visible, pero para que todas esas personas
pudieran estar libremente caminando o
inclusive yo puedo andar con esta expresión
libremente, muchos murieron, muchas
personas murieron, muchas personas fueron
atropelladas, fueron humilladas, fueron
ultrajadas. Lucharon por mí, porque yo
estuviera aquí, yo así lo veo, y les agradezco
porque todas esas personas que salieron a la
calle, antes que yo saliera como activista y
como defensor de derechos humanos, muchas
salieron antes de mi persona para yo poder
hacerlo, a mi ya no me tiran piedras ni tomates
en la calle. A muchas compañeras transgénero
le hicieron eso, las agredieron, les insultaron,
los humillaron, y lo siguen haciendo pero en
una escala ya no tan intensiva como antes.”209

complicated because we live in a Salvadoran
society that little by little has begun to wake up
and open its mind. You can see now in malls or
on the street, more LGBTI people, we are more
visible. If you go to a mall, you’ll see a gay
man, you’ll see that, and that is already very
visible, but for all these people to be walking
freely and including me, I can walk with this
(gender) expression freely, many people died,
many were run over, were humiliated, were
violated, they fought for me, so that I could be
here. That’s how I see it and I thank them
because all these people who went out into the
street before I went out as an activist and as a
defender of human rights, many went out
before me so that I could do this. No one
throws rocks or tomatoes at me in the street
like what happened to many trans compañeras.
They attacked them, they insulted them, they
humiliated them, and they continue to do this,
but on a not-so-intense scale like before.”

While there is life, there is hope. In relation to the history of activism in El Salvador, the current
movement builds upon the bravery and resistance of those who came before them, many of
whom lost their lives. Though even this sense of hope is framed in terms of life and death, the
Salvadoran LGBTI movement is a palimpsest of experienced violence and trauma and radical
queer existence and resistance. In spite of the tangible and targeted obstacles, and though the
activism is often inspired and organized under threat of death, the LGBTI movement in El
Salvador is very much alive.
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Conclusion
During the month of June 2018, the Federation, and specifically the conservative youth
LGBTI organization Colectivo Normal, hosted a series of LGBTI-themed movies at the Museo
de Antropologia, a museum located in a wealthier region of San Salvador. The first film, which
began at 7:00pm, showed Princesa, the story of a young trans woman from Brazil who moves to
Italy to follow her dream of becoming a princess. She works as a sex worker to save money for
her sex change operation, and upon meeting the supposed man of her dreams, demonstrates the
challenges of transitioning and the limitations that relegate many trans women to sex work. The
film was introduced by the Salvadoran Minister of Culture, who made a congratulatory speech to
the audience and the Federation and stayed for the first scene of the film, leaving after a
particularly impactful forced fellatio scene. After the film, a member of Colectivo Normal hosted
a panel with a man who had worked on the film and with the son of a famous Salvadoran film
director. The conversation discussed the location, cinematography, and challenges of making
such a film. Following the panel, two independent activists stood up to inquire why the
organizers had not thought to add a trans woman to the panel, to facilitate what seemed to them
like obvious discussions about the likeness between the film’s protagonist and the realities of so
many trans women in El Salvador. Another activist asked why the event had been held at night in
such a remote part of the city. In San Salvador, the buses stop running around 9:00pm, but for
many, especially LGBTI people and women, riding the bus at night is far too dangerous, and the
wealthier neighborhood where the Museo de Antropologia is located is a long bus ride away
from poorer areas of the city. The event ended far after 9:00pm, meaning the timing and location
alone restricted cultural events like this to members of the community who had cars or the
financial means to pay for a taxi or Uber. The conversation following the event, as noted by the
activists, made no attempt to examine the local realities, but instead focused on highbrow
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cultural and technical details of the film. This event in particular demonstrated the visible divides
within the Salvadoran LGBTI community drawn primarily along lines of class.
The Salvadoran LGBTI movement, much like feminist and women’s movements in the
region, is marked by challenging and often contradicting tensions. As demonstrated in the event
above, as well as in nearly every Pride Month event since the creation of the Federation,
independent activists and radical lesbians have provided valid and vocal critiques that target the
classism, racism, and misogyny within the movement, questioning its priorities and demanding a
localized Salvadoran approach rather than a United States-influenced approach. As trans women
and gay men organizations continue to receive project funding from international aid
organizations, some activists fear the influence of Western ideologies and the vertical hierarchy
that access to funding creates. Lesbian and trans men activists repeatedly told me that their
struggles were more invisible than those of trans women and gay men, primarily because of the
limited funding available. Even within the LGBTI movement, internalized misogyny and the
socialization of gendered hierarchies risks recreating violent structures. The voices of
independent activists and internal critiques, however, act as a check to the power balance within
the movement.
As the movement gains more traction under the unification of the Federation, some of
these contradictions are becoming more apparent and vocalized. Days before the 2017 Pride
March, for example, the company charged with organizing the march released a photo with the
numbered marching order of parade blocs. The image shared on Facebook with the Federation’s
logo read: Orden de la Marcha Del Orgullo: 1 – Banner official de la XXII MARCHA DEL
ORGULLO 2. Arcos de globos arco iris 3. Federación Salvadoreña LGBTI 4. Cuerpo
diplomático 5. Comitivas de otros paises 6. Sociedad Civil (Order of the Pride March 1 – Official
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Banner of the 22nd Pride March 2. Rainbow balloon arches 3. Federation Salvadoreña LGBTI 4.
Diplomatic Corps 5. Entourages from other countries 6. Civil Society).210 Independent activists
and lesbian organizations immediately reacted with criticism to what they perceived as a the
social media-instituted hierarchy of organizations that modeled Western Pride parades instead of
the historical radical march that took back the streets. Critics felt the Pride March event, which
ended in a celebratory concert much like many pride festivals in the United States, was not
reflective of the dangerous reality that the majority of LGBTI people in El Salvador face.
Though those activists and lesbian organizations still participated in the march, their chants,
signs, and physical appearance reflected deliberately radical strategies predicated on solidarity,
resistance, and survival.
Because 2017 marks the beginning of a new attempt at unification, in part made possible
by the generational imperative of young activists, the Salvadoran LGBTI movement is also
hashing out internal tensions that have existed since the beginning of the movement in the 1980s.
As many generations of LGBTI activists come together, influenced both by the history of the
Salvadoran movement as well as globalized understandings of gender and sexuality made
recently visible by internet access, the Salvadoran LGBTI movement is facing both external
threats and violence as well as internal social understandings of identity. By dealing with both of
these battles simultaneously, the movement is consciously and unconsciously addressing the
socialized gender and sexuality hierarchies that are entwined with local power dynamics dictated
by both race and class. The social movement activism in El Salvador that responds to genderbased violence both within and outside of the LGBTI movement has made strategic attempts to
210
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2018, Facebook, Accessed April 13, 2019 from
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address María Lugones’ “colonial/modern gender system.” When asked about the violence in El
Salvador, activists consistently vocalize the social patterns responsible for creating this violence.
When the movement itself recreates the very violence it seeks to remediate, activists themselves
counteract and push back on internalized violent beliefs.
Much like the unique Latin American feminist movements, where internal conversations
about race, gender, class, and sexuality have demanded a conscious and intersectional
movement, the Salvadoran LGBTI movement follows a similar trajectory. Independent activists
as well as radical lesbian feminist groups act as driving forces within and from outside the
Federation’s activism, bringing more radical ideology into the conversation and challenging
classism, racism, and sexism that persists within the existing organizations. Further, these
activists demand and vocally stand in solidarity with other radical movements both within and
outside of the country, including the #NiUnaMenos movement seeking to end violence against
women, the cuatro causales movement in favor of abortion rights (and especially in El Salvador
against the criminalization of abortion and miscarriages), the movement against privatizing water
in El Salvador, and the leftist fight against state violence in Nicaragua, as just some examples.
The support and solidarity with these other movements demonstrates a class-, gender-, race-, and
sexuality-based theory of activism that transcends individual movements and necessitates
dialogues about the larger power dynamics that marginalize populations in the region. These
interwoven strategies of activism, which at times seemingly contradict, are facilitating the
creation of a diverse, fluid, and self-conscious LGBTI movement in the country, which reflects
both the history of the movement and the precarity of the current reality for Salvadoran LGBTI
people.
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